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And Now It Is
The A. B. C. For US
T MIGHT mean some big Pan-American thing or else for
other people, but for the Missionary Voice A. B. C. can
mean only one thing, and that is the Audir Bureau of
Circulations. This is the fitm name of an aggregation of
gentlemen practiced and skilled in efficiency testing. They
offer to look you over, if you are a magazine, check up on
points that pertain, and pass upon your general physical and
moral competency. For some months now smart-looking gentlemen have been dropping in in these offices, asking questions, making cryptic passes into our lists and files, inspiring
great respect for their movements. One kindly-looking gentleman remained with us for days, making certain tests, offering good advice, every now and then yielding a good pat on
the back, and finally making a report to his office in Chicago.
His report, after a trip or two between headquarters and our
office, finally said we would do.
Which means that our subscription list has averaged within
a few score of our claim, 64,565, for the period surveyed,
that we go to certain sections, so many subscriptions to communities of 500,000, so many to 100,000, so many to 1,000,
what the character of these communities, with other interesting and rather creditable facts. The survey for 1930 through
June is just completed, -and confirms an increase of 3,989,
making the circulation at the end of our campaign 70,633all paid subscriptions.
If any big advertiser wants to do business with us, he knows
at a glance our range and standing. We take our place as a
periodical among the best nationals, and it is something to
feel socially fit. And if because of our remoteness from New
York and Chicago, we have suffered any complex of inferiority or else-well, maybe, we get a lirtle lift of the chin and
a lirtle surer stride in the things that we want to do and say.

I

Congratulating
Our Friends
17th, Dr. E. B. Chappell and Mrs. Chappell
ONhadJUNE
been married fifty years. A reception by their daugh.
ters in Atlanta, a few days' sojourn in Vanderbilt Hospital
for "looking over," and found fit, a delicious interview in the
daily papers on marriage by Dr. Chappell, and the sincere
congratulation of friends-these are a few of the many things
that made the anniversary golden.
After pastorates of unusual influence in Tennessee and
Texas, Dr. Chappell, twenty-four years ago, was elected Sun.
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day School editor, and for nearly a quarter of a century he
has been a large part of the marvelous progress made in our
Sunday School literature. Into his association as a connectional
officer, he brought the gentleness of a kindly heart and the
"way" of a warm.hearted pastor, holding the loyalty of in.
numerable friends, and resigning the position he had so
notably held when still in the General Conference and at the
head of his delegation.
Mrs. Chappell has been a model help-meet, active as a
church-worker in the congregations her husband served. Can.
spicuous in the work of the Woman's Missionary Society, in
the Council, and with the Board, she was made editor of the
Missionary Voice after the consolidation at the General Con.
ference in Asheville. To her vision and editotial skill has
been largely due rhe influence of the Voice for a generation.
Our friends are not retiring, only sitting down in the cool
of the evening to rest awhile and enjoy the good "well done"
of friends.
Dr. Chappell no doubt will continue to serve the Church
in many useful ways with his pen. Mrs. Chappell is often
seen in these corridors, and nobody is more welcome, and
her name to an article occasionally in the Voice will carry its
old-time interest.
We offer to Dr. and Mrs. Chappell our congratulations and
heartiest good wishes.

Vision and
Authority
ISION and Authority," by John Oman, is a book much
V out
of the ordinary in a time of many books ordinary
and some out of the ordinary. It is not an easy book to read,
not a book to be read in an hour, or skimmed at all, because
the real cream of it is not on the surface. The editor got a
poor start, interrupted, as he often is. He was wondering for
a while whether it was really deep, or, as one sometimes felt
about the preaching of one of our great preachers. Sometimes
he seemed ovetwhelming in his profundity; at other times
one felt he was just "muddy." Not so this book. Our little
plumb line was just not reaching. The style is pecul~ar. .He
preseoes his theme "less in labored arguments than 10 hlOtS
and suggestions of a poetic temperament that has grasped the
essential element of the soul's vision of God."
The book is a revision of a book wrirten twenry.seven years
ago, entitled at that time "The Throne of St. Peter." The
occasion of his re.writing the book is interesting:
"One day, happening to be in Edinburgh, I ran across an
(387 ]
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old friend whom I had not seen for some years. 'Having
now,' he said, 'like the old lady, become an "octogeranium,"
I no more read theology, but get my theology from the poets.
There is, however, one book I read a great deal, which may
or may not be an exception, because I don't know whether
it is theology or not. It is called "Vision and Authority."
Do yOU; I wonder, ever read it?' I said I had not opened it
for many years. 'I thought as much,' he said. 'But take my
advice and read it. I know it will do you good.' As soon as
I could find time, I followed his advice: and this re-issue is
the result."·
The thesis of the book, simply stated, is that God our
Father is doing the best He can with the human material that
He has chosen to work with in accomplishing through the
moral proces~es of His own love the goal of human freedom
in a world of eternal growth and progress. This everlasting
dominion is the kingdom of the Crucified, "because it is the
eternal order which is freedom and the eternal bond which
is love."
It is the kind of book that makes one want to read it all
over again, and with an intelligent, -sympathetic friend, read
it chapter by chapter, and with religious seriousness, talk over
the deep things that are not "red"-that are not radical, but
if taken seriously by the Church in our time, would be revolurio.nary in thought and action.

China
In Action
IN ACTION" is a book some weeks off the press,
C HINA
by W. W. Pinson, D. D., LL. D. The General Confer.
ence intervened, and the editor was a little tardy in reading
this new book. At first opportunity he reached for it, because
he knew well what he would find. "Walter Russell Lamburh,"
"George R. Stuart, Life and Work," "Missions in a Changing
World"-thes~ are some of Dr. Pinson's recent books; and
Sunday School people are familiar with his contributions in
the Sunday School literature. We have long felt that for
glowing, brilliant, and lucid English, Dr. Pinson has no
superior in the Church, and if we should concede three equals,
in the thought of this writer it would be generous to the
other three.
Take a few random gems: "And we who are only talking
of a'Lakes-to-Gulf waterway' think of the Chinese as an
inferior race!" . . . "You canAot feed a youth on traditions
and make a prophet; nor make progress looking backward."
. . . "It is not possible to turn the world over without getting
a little dust in the eyes." Speaking of the continuous triumph
.of the Church, he says: "It blows a bugle blast across the
centuries, and bares a scarred but radiant bosom and an un.
beaten spirit to the new weapons of its old enemies."
Of our co-operation in the task, he says: "It burst upon
me that we were no longer working for the Chinese, bur with
the Chinese. They were, in my thinking, changed from wards
into allies."
It is more than fine writing in behalf of the missionaries
to ask: "Shall we forsake them in an emergency, or chill their
enthusiasm with indifference and kill their courage with our
cowardice?"
The book was written for use by Sunday School workers
in connection with China as the missionary special of the
Sunday School. Under the new educational plan this project
is spoken of as the "Home and Foreign Missionary Enter.
prise."
4
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A man better qualified to write the book could nOt be
found. Dr. Pinson as Secretary of the Board of ·Missions paid
two visits to China, making himself thoroughly cognizant with
the work of our Board in that country. Ie is an added charm
that he writes often in the first person. For a younger man,
or a man whose approach is only that of ~he professional
writer, the first person sometimes grates, but this man has
earned his right. A great missionary administrator, keen
student of mission problems, brave pioneer in missionary
policy, and brilliant interpreter always, as the Church has
recognized, of the missionary mind, any statement he makes
carries added force as the opinion of a man that knows. .
And it is so manifestly a labor of love. When he writes
of the "younger church;' of "sharing," of "self-determina_
tion," and the other phrases so .easy on our lips and pens in
these times, he is thinking not of some high flown editorial
or article in the secular magazine, of the criticism of some
sophisticated tourist, or secular sojourner in Shanghai, of the
peeved plea of some opionated nationalist who has been coddled and spoiled into contempt for the self-sacrificing wotk
of the Mission, or even of the excellent deliverances of so
authoritative a body as the Jerusalem Meeting. Dr. Pinson
was in the missionary business over his ears and working with
these problems before most of the Jerusalem. conferees were
born.
He has seen the Church growing from generation to gen.
eration. The men. who ire coming to places of leadership in
China are his personal friends. He has viewed with sym.
pathetic appreciation the effort of these men to get their feet
on the solid ground of a self-respecting leadership. He has
seen, withal, the patience and devotion and aspiration of the
missionaries, whose great objective has been to consolidate
the Church and bring it to its majority, even though full well
they know the missionary must decrease as his nationalist
brother increases. All this the author has seen, and he rejoices with an understanding and satisfaction that everywhere
illumines the' pages of his book, that we are coming to this
new day in the younger Church abroad.

A Timely
Project

J:

i
I

IS not invidious to say that the greatest opportunity con.
I T fronting
the Christian Church is to be fou.nd in China
today. The Gospel started all the seethe and stir in China, and
it would be a strange thing if the Gospel were not still at
home among the problems of that troubled land.
It is no less, surely, than a great providence that in such a
time the Church has been wise enough to set before the
children and young people of the Sunday School this great
nation in change as its "special." "China in Action," by Dr.
Pinson, is not just one of many books on China. It brings
together the things our young people ought to know, the
things that will catch their imagination, and win them to a
great Christian project. There is not a, Sunday School teacher
that should not get this book at once and read it, and, whether
technically trained or not, the facts he gathers and the interest
generated herein would give to him or her a new appeal, a
new effectiveness before the class, when China is the subject.
It is a beautiful picture with which Dr. Pinson closes his
book, in characteristic loyalty to the Lord and Master of us
all: "It is he who stands radiant and confident and undaunted
amid the tumult of change, and voices this modern call to
the Church of the West, offering to her the honor of comradeship with him in a task worthy of her and of him."
THE
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N MAY. 1846, in the city of Petersburg, Virginia,
the first General Conference of the Methodist Episcopal Church, South, voted to establish a "book
publishing house." That order v.:as not realized until
nine years later, when the General Conference in Columbus, Georgia, rook definite action establishing the
Publishing House at Nashville, Tennessee, and in
pursuance of which the Committee bought rhe build.
ing on the nottheast corner of the public square originally created for a sugar warehou~e, at a cost of $30,000.
Surely it is time to take account of srock-for the Church
ro thank God and take courage for what has been accomplished in three-quarters of a century through the work of its
Publishing House. The abounding prosperity of the House
is so close to us that we assume it and do not realize its
significance, unless we should pause and glance back for a
moment at some of the vicissitudes of its history.
Take that blue day when, they tell us, "the Publishing
House could not get together enough money to pay the salaries of employees. Promissory script was used, so that instead
of the usual pay envelope, the employee simply received a slip
of paper promising payment at some future date." In addition, the employees were asked to accept a reduction in salary.
And there were other times of pinching and pressure.
It is a far cry from these unpromising beginnings to rhe
big building at 810 Broadway and its bigger business in the
quarter of a million dollar printing plant on Demonbreun
Street, its branch building in Dallas, another in Richmond,
one in San Francisco, a great yearly volume of $3,000,000,
and all going prosperously.
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Administration Building, 810 Broadway, Nashville, Tenn.

Probably no feature of the work of the Publishing House
is more striking than that wholesale book department knovin
as the Cokesbury Press. Founded six years ago in order to be
able to print big editions of books, and owned, of course,
exclusively by the Publishing House, the Cokesbury Press has
grown, perhaps, as rapidly as any book concern in this country in the same length of time. Printing not only the books
of our own people, and so encouraging, as was never done
before, the writing habit among us, the Cokesbury Press has
invited books from many parts of this country, and is getting
them, one distinguished author from the East testifying, it
is reported, "You can do more with books than any Publishing House with which I am acquainted."
Dr. Andrew J. Lamar is still the Senior Agent, and has
been one of the Agents since 1903. Dr. Lamar has been a
member of every General Conference for eleven years, the
longest General Conference membership in the history of the
Church, a gentleman of the old school, who keeps a kindly
eye upon the new, a Methodist preacher that never wanted
to be anything better, and a Christian. The success of the
Publishing House for a generation has been attributable
largely to the wisdom and leadership of Dr. Lamar.
And his younger colleague, Mr. B. A. Whitmore, is in
every way worthy. Mr. Whitmore is a Virginian, and that is
not bad, the son of a Merhodist preacher, his father held the
best among us in Virginia for years, and of a Methodist
mother. Me. Whitmore was trained in the branch House in
Richmond, winning to his present position by sheer efficiency
and worth.
Besides, the spirit of these leaders through the yeats has
made its way down into the force of workers and employees.
There is ever in the House a good "plus" that signifies. Be.
sides the service rendeted, thete is a loyalty, a cheerful
courtesy, a camaraderie of service and good nature running
through every department that is characteristic and makes the
people of the "House" different. It is a great temptation to
call their names, but it would be invidious to name a few and
leave out others just as fine, but too numerous to mention.
(Continued on page 47)
[389 ]
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S. H. WAINWRIGHT
r.'We have no assurance at
God's help in any social under'
,taking which does not propose to
found the human order upon a
spiritual basis."

Dr. S. H. Wainwright and Mr. Kurushima.
This photo commemorates an intimate friend·
ship of forty years, beginning the year Dr.
Wainwright went out to Japan.

W

HEN Jesus commanded his disciples to lift up their
eyes and look upon the fields white unto harvest, he
gave them to understand what kind of fruit it was
he would have gathered in. "He that reapeth receiveth wages,
and gathereth fruit unto life eternaL" The garnerings belonged not to time but to eternity. Many good things must
be excluded from the primary purpose of the Gospel. Our
concern is with that wisdom which is not of this "age," nor
of the rulers of this "age" who are coming to naught. The
leaders of an "age," wise in this world's knowledge, may yet
crucify the "Lord of Glory."
For the Church to undertake to do certain things is to be
misled. Our wisdom pertains to that which God foreordained
"before the ages" for our glory. We may be misled. We
may be wholly concerned with the things of time. The idea
of progress, for example, a ruling idea with this generation,
belongs not to spiritual reality. There can be no spiritual
connection between successive "ages." In that which gives
substance, value and independence to a human being, there
can be no continuity, no evolution, no history. Elijah could
bestow his prophetic mantle upon his successor, but 'to transmit a double portion of his spirit was a difficult matter. The
birth of the true individual is "from above,"
6
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It is the individual, and the i~dividual alone, which is the
bearer of life eternal. ,Every social institution perishes. Our
little systems have their day and cease to be. The individual
gifted with life eternal is no longer a creature of time, no
longer dependent upon circumstances, no longer in bondage
to the 'world, though he may live in it. In our loose way
we speak of the individual as personal. Yet petsonality is
not quite the equivalent of spirituality. We cultivate the
person, yet in a sense it is the mask Of the true individual.
It is that which reacts to human society and takes form in
consequence. It is the bark that envelops the tree and may
be thickest in the direction of greatest reaction, as on the
windward side from which the blizzards blow. It is not so
with one who is born of the Spirit. His essential life is not
the resultant of social reaction or contact with nature.
It is necessary to say these things because the social mission
of the Church, as now emphasized, tends to obscure them,
Religion in its true essence and deepest meaning is lost to
view. Think of the title of a book, for example, whicllasks,
"Does Civilization Need Religion?" Nothing more discredit.
able to religion than that question could be uttered. One
might ask as a debatable question, "Does Religion Need
Civilization?" It has done without civilization in the past
and might do without it again in the future.
What then is to be said of social reform? Does the Church
seek to shape human society according to a clearly conceived
moral purpose? Does Christianity limit its mission to the
regeneration of souls? In answer to these questions, let it be
said, first of all, that Christianity is humanitarian, though
. humanitarianism is not the equivalent of Christianity... The
vast foreign missionary movement is :i benevolent enterprise.
THE
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It is not like a cooling breeze sweeping across prames. It is
more like a system of water cutting channels through arid
regions and spreading fettility in unfruitful places everywhere.
It has exhibited to a world of suffering and misety the com·
passion "of Christ.
But social reform is beginning to have a different meaning
from this when the meaning of the Church is discussed.
There is an increasing note of revolt being sounded at the
present time. The voice apparently utters an outraged sense
of justice in the contemplation of the state of the world. We
may not question the sincerity of those who are beginning
to suggest startling proposals for the reconstruction of human
society. We cannot always, however, dismiss the feeling from
our minds that it is not escape from social wrong that prompts
the literature of revolt in evety instance.
Men seek relief from the dullness of their...own meaningless
lives often when they imagine that they are moved by a deep
sense of injustice in the world. If this be not so, it is strange
that the vision of a warless world will absorb so much of
their energy while an unredeemed neighborhood in their im.
mediate environment will command no attention at all. The
question of a proper division of eatthly treasures may indeed
invoke moral passion. Yet the line to be drawn between
earthly. treasures and heavenly treasures, and the proper em·
phasis to be attached to each, is of infinitely greater importance.
The fatal aspect of this misdirection of energy, this dis.
proportion of emphasis, this concentration upon the great
human enterprise, is in the false conception it presupposes
of the true basis of any permanent order one can imagine.
We have no assurance of God's help in any social undertak.
ing which does not propose to found the human order upon
aspirirual basis. "Know ye not that the saints shall judge
the world?" All Christians worthy of the name are interested
in humanitarism and in social justice. Yet the only foundation
on which a stable world order can be established is not the
social attirude but the attirude toward God. "In that day there
shall be upon the bells of the horses, Holy unto Jehovah."
But in speaking of the "basis" of the social order, I am
getting away from the emphasis which it is my desire to make.
We should call upon men everywhere to rum to religion for
its own sake. The greatness of the Christian life is in itself
and not in its capacity for social functioning. And Christianity
must be judged primarily by what it does for religion. The
significance of Christianity for the nations is not to be iden.
tified with its significance for civilization. We should propa.

gate Christianity because of its power to perfect the religious
life. We should look upon Christianity as providing for the
greatest necessity of human life, a necessity accenruated by the
plight of the world at the present time. Christianity will exerr
an influence upon the world. There can be no doubt of that.
Yet in the exertion of its power, Christianity is not to be iden.
tified with the world. It must adapt itself to changed condi.
tions. Yet in the adaptation it should not lose its own character.

"
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HE disintegration of the past which characterizes the
present affords a fresh opportunity for Christianity to
fulfil its mission. Individuals everywhere are more accessible
than when society was hardened into customs and held faSt
by traditions. The loosening up of individuals presents rare
opportunity for the appeal of the Gospel. If one could but
visualize the vast number of srudents throughout the wotld,
who have thus become accessible, the obligation to bring to
them the gift of God in Christ Jesus would be'felt with over·
whelming power. One instance will reveal the mind of thou.
sands. A young college srudent penned the following a few
weeks ago:

~i
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A gentle breeze rippling through the green pervaded
the air with sweet fragrance. All the creations were
bathing in the splendid sunshine. There was no sound
except the voiceless voice of Narure. A serene joy and
peace were in my heart.
Oh! Nature, you don't utter a word, yet what a silver.
tongued speaker you ate! Oh! Narure, a solitary soul
you take into your warm bosom is mute in awe before
your greatness and gentleness. Ler me weep upon your
bosom until my tears are no more, and let all my doubts
and darkness wash away into the eternal oblivion.
Oh! my puppy, you kept running and running as far
as you could, my figure within your sight. You were so
happy in the open air. Your master was with you, and
the weather was lovely. It was more than enough for
you; your cup was full. My poor puppy, you have your
master whom you may rely entirely upon. Fortunate
creature! You are happier than I who can find no master
to believe in-to rely upon.
Those lines were written by a Japanese student in our
language just as the words stand. The door opened into this
restless soul reveals the deep and wistful longing of vast multi.
tudes who are awaiting the light.

ing the task and administration of home missions; Commission
II the promotion of home missions and Commission III cooperation in home missions.
The primary purpose is thoroughly to evaluate the home
missionary enterprise in the light of present.day conditions in
the Chutch and to reach as full agreement as possible on the
best methods foe advance.
The membership of the Congress is to be limited to about
five hundred members who will be carefully selected by the
participating denominations.
[391 }
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Plans Mature for Home
Missions Congress
HAT the now famous Jerusalem meeting of the Inter.
national Missionary Council accomplished in the
thinking and planning for the foreign missionary
movement of the furure, the North American Home Missions
Congress, to be held in Washington, D. c., November 3D.
December 5, will do in some measure for the missionary cause
at home, if the hopes of ehe leaders are fulfilled.
For nearly two years, three large commissions have been
ae work, gathering preparatory data which will serve as a basis
Ior the deliberations of the Congress. Commission I is srudy.
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When East ·
Meets
West
By
INA CORINNE BROWN

I

I
i

"East is East and West is
West, ~~ said Kipling, "and never
. the twain shall meet."

But

they are meeting'" and mixing
'" in old Japan.
Japanese women need the help of women mis.
sionaries. The women of Japan are more conserva·
tive than the men, and are more apt to cling to old
customs, including the old style of dress

N

EAT rows of wooden shoes stood outside the door
where we stopped to pull cloth coveralls over our own
western footwear. Upstairs we found the chapel
crowded with students, their families and friends, gathered
for the opening of Hiroshima Girls' School. Rows and rows
of girls filled the lower floor. Most of them wore the blue
middy suits and heavy western shoes-a costume that has
become the required uniform in schools all over Japan. Here
and there the scene was brightened by a gay kimono which
some girl had worn for this first day. There were a very few
bobbed heads, a few low coiled coiffures, but
mostly long dark braids hanging loose. In the
balcony sat the families. Nine out of ten fathers
were in western dress. Every mother wore the
conventional dark kimono, though only now and
then had one clu!lg to the stiff, elaborate coiffure
of old Japan. At the piano the pretty music
teacher in a dilinty, colorful kimono. On the
platform, Mr. Hinohara, the new president, in
faultless western dress, every inch the gentleman
and scholar, a man any school might be proud
to claim as its head.
Here before my eyes was a symbol of Japan
today-the old and the new. Conservative women
clinging to their old dress while the men and
women have adopted western styles. The new
nationalism which demands a Japanese head for
the school, the school itself built on western lines,
taught by western methods, the very students
8
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required by government regulations to wear western dress.
As Mr. Hinohara spoke he used an English word or phrase
now and then to express a meaning which he obviously could
not make clear in Japanese. More than once I heard the
words "creative education." Later I was to learn that the
burden of his address had been the purpose of educationnot for increased earning power, not for prestige or for pleas.
ure, but for character and service. Any. student who uses his
education for less than such a purpose proves himself un·
worthy of his school.
Hiroshima Girls' School has a long and honorable record.
It won distinction as one of the pioneers among schools for
girls in Japan. Although government schools for girls are

A busy street in Japan
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now fairly numerous and well
equipped, Hiroshima's halls
are still crowded. Her formet
graduates come back to teach;
women' who once received
diplomas .at her hands now
bring their children to her
kindergatten. With a new
building just completed, and
a Japanese president assuming
ditection of the school this
year, Hiroshima enters still
larger realms of usefulness
and service.
Mr. Zensuke Hinohara, the
new president, comes to Hiroshima after fifteen years of
service as pastor of the largest Methodist church in Kobe.
One of the beauty spots
Graduate of a mission school,
of Japan
he later srudied in America at
Trinity (now Duke Univer.
sity) and at Union Theologi.
cal Seminary. "There is only one excuse for a mission school
in Japan today," he had told us as we sat in his office the day
before. "It must be a pattern and an example for othe'r
schools. Unless it can be a pattern in every sense of the word,
unless its srudents go out into places of leadership in service,
it has no justification for its existence. In the early days mis.
sion schools were needed because government schools were
inadequate, if not non.existent. Now that the government
provides good schools, the mission school must justify its
existence by the character it produces. Its buildings, its equipment, its teachers, must be the equal of any school. Indeed
they must lead the way. In addition to this, it must rurn out
graduates who will go into every sphere of 'life in Japan and
there put into practice the highest Christian principles." It
is such a dream that brought him to Hiroshima.
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"America bears a great responsibility toward Japan," said
Mr. Hinohara, "because Japan has been America's pupil. It
is America that has most influenced her and yet it is America
she most dislikes." Mr. Hinohara himself regards America
with admiration and affection, and is therefore eager that the
cause of dislike and friction between the two peoples be

Cherry blossom time in Japan

removed. Next to the Japanese Exclusion Act.
the chief cause of Japanese dislike may be traced
to the moving pic~re. Practically all moving
picrures shown in Japan show the worst side of
American life, rhe drinking and gambling, rhe
ctime, the break-up of the home. People who
have lived in America know that this is not
normal American life. But the average Japanese
does not know this, and he forms a wrong idea
of American people. Yet he admites their ability
A Japanese garden
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All the Way
Around the
World with
a Floating
College
A monument to pirates . . . today only
the remains of the cathedral tower point
out the site of Old Panama City.

[

I

'Through Panama
to the Paradise of the
Pacific

I

iI
i

By ANDERSON WEAVER

!

I
I
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ARLY one beautiful morning our Floating College
entered the Panama Canal from the Atlantic side; and
as the great ship moved slowly forward we had time
to contempbte the vast work of engineering, a work that
passes the greatest expectations. Some had thought that to
dig the canal it was only necessary to remove so many cubic
feet of earth, as a Texan was thinking when he said that if
all the hogs in Texas were made into one hog it could root
the ditch in three roots. But the canal had to be built as well
as dug. It is only about 50 miles long, but it brought Europe
thousands of miles nearer to Asia, and diminished
the distance from San Francisco to Pernambuco by
at least 3,000 miles, economizing from rwenty to
thirty d?-ys of travel; thus changing the face of ·the
commercial world.
About forty years were spent on the work which
was begun in 1882. For twenty years American
engineers had been making drawings for such a
canal, and explorers were studying the possibilities.
Before Americans took the initiative, however, a
Frenchman obtained from Colombia the right to
make rhe canal. His plans were imperfect; but
with his concession he returned to France and
formed the first company, a!1 organization that finally
became bankrupt. During five years the works were
abandoned. A new company was formed, but it
met with the same difficulties.
In 1902 the French sold their privileges to the
United States for forty mi1lion dollars, and at the
same time Panama signed the document, giving the
right to begin work at once. Three years later, at
the request of the president of the United States,
10
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there was formed a committee of consulting engineers from
various countries. In 1914 the Canal was opened for commerce, but the official inauguration was in 1920.
We were eigqt hours in passing from one ocean to the
other. Lunch was served on deck, and thus we lost no opportunity to see what· was interesting-the green fields, the
fronded palms, and the beautiful flowers. We were almost
forgetting that we were aboard a ship, when an elderly lady
who was very deaf (but who, since she had traveled much,
displayed little interest in organs of hearing) adjusted her
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Here you see a great tourist steamer, the good ship
"President Wilson" negotiating the Panama Canal.
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glasses and began to lament that she could not step ashore
and serve herself to bananas right from the tree.
In Panama 28,000 Frenchmen died from malaria and fever.
Today,' since our Public Health Department has extinguished
the mosquito, these diseases have disappeared, and the present
death rate is not greater than thar of Washington or Phila.delphia. In this good work Col. Gorgas was the hero.
The capital of the little country is modern, having a National University, which was opened in 1911.. Old Panama
was the first town founded by Europeans on the American
continent, they say. In the population there are more Negroes
and Indians than whites.
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ATUN, a lake about three miles long, is a pari: of the
canal, having an altitude of 85 feet above sea level.
This made necessaty the construction of the great locks wirh
"their enormous gates, each of which weighs 4,000 tons.
Ir was interesting to watch our ship being guided along by
elecrrically driven engines called "mules." A concrete wall
divides the canal in two sections, well illuminated, so that
ships can pass either way by day or night, it being possible
for forry.eight ships to pass the canal in twenty-four hours.
Large passenger ships pay from $2,000 to $5,000 for this
privilege, all ships of the United States paying the tax except
warships; but any ship of Panama or Colombia is allowed ro
pass without charge. The work of the canal is carried on by
3,000 Americans and 10,000 other employees. The compensation granted to Panama was ten million dollars in gold,
and $50,000 annually after the opening of the canal. The
estimated total cost in construction was about four hundred
million dollars.
In past years this little isthmus was the SCene of many
struggles and conquests. During the last half of the nineteenth century there were more than fifty revolutions. Today,
however, the little Republic enjoys peace and prosperity.
The class in journalism made a pleasant visit to the Presi.
dent, Florencio Arosemena, who showed much interest in our
school, and wished us a happy voyage over the seven seas.
We visited also the Congress in session. Among the legislators were several colored men and also some direct descendants of the Indians. The happy Republic seems to have
no race question.
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Newer but not new. This is an old
cathedral in Panama City.

And so to Honolulu, situated on the Island of Oahu, T. H.
(which being' interpreted means Hawaiian Territory), some
2,000 miles from San Francisco, where we had opportunity
to study the problems of a people which still conserves something of their ancient tradition.
As our ship docked, a band of native musicians, including
some women singers with good voices, welcomed us with
music, and with their' beautiful salutation, "Aloha!" which
may mean, as the circumstances indicate, "Welcome," or
"Love to you," or "God take care of you." In the Hawaiian
songs there is a minor note of sadness, perhaps a
tremulous echo of the music of the great ocean that
surrounds "The Paradise of the Pacific." Or per.
haps the melancholy melody is a sort of lament for
the liberty which many of the singers feel was lost
when the scepter was taken from the hands of their
queen, Liliuokalani.
Another traditional cuscom, besides welcoming
visicors with song, is to offer co all (for a small
consideration) a large wreath of natural flowers,
which courists are supposed co wear around their
necks during their first hours ashore to let the
people know that they are visicors. Doubtless, for
the merchants and sellers of curios, there is method
in this policy.
There is a great variety of flowers, the city itself
having the appearance of a vast garden of luxuriant
plants, interspersed with picturesque houses and
bungalows. Of the 900 species of flowering plants
on the island, 600 are Hawaiian. Of ferns there
are 130 different kinds.

An old woman in Honolulu. Not Liliuokalani, who was the best
known queen of the Hawaiians, but a descendant of the royal house.
SEPTEMBER,
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The Autonomous Japan
Methodist Church
By ]. C. C. NEWTON
ACH of the three General Con.
"which they were acting, the Confer.
ferences of the Methodist Episence was duly organized after the
Dr. Newton was in Japan as a
usual manner of Methodist Confet.
copal, Methodist Episcopal,
missionary when the Japan
South, and the Canadian Methodist
ences. In carrying our the extraordi.
Methodist
Episcopal
Church
Church officially authorized the mergnary purpose of this General Confering of their respective churches in
ence,
several special committees were
was organized on a merger
Japan into the one Japan Methodist
appointed to prepare the Book of
the three Methodist Churches in
Church, and for the carrying out of
Discipline for the new Methodist
this purpose appointed two commisChurch in Japan. To each committee
that empire. Dr. Newton's story
was assigned a particular task, such as:
sioners who should proceed to Japan
is especially interesting as Com~
1. Committee on Articles of Reliand preside over the Provisional Con.
gion, General Rules and Apostles'"
ference. Meanwhile in Japan the
missions go to three mission
three Mission Conferences of the
Creed.
fields to set up similar Meth~
three Methodisms aforesaid elected
2. Committee on Church Poliry,
delegates to the Provisional Conferi. e., the Itinerancy and General Suo
odist· Churches in these fields.
ences, or Convention, to be held in
perintendency (the orders of the
Tokyo in August of 1907.
ministry, bishop, elder, deacon, with
As to our own Mission Conference, it was fortunate that their respective functions).
3. Committee on Conferences-the Church Conference, the
Bishop Candler had come and that he presided over the
annual meeting of our Mission Conference next preceding the Quarterly Conference, District, Annual and General Confer.
date of the General Conference or Convention. I distinctly ence, with the relations of each to the other and the functions
remember the wholesome advice which he gave to us mission. of each, set out in order.
4. On the sacraments and the prescribed ritual of observaries and Japanese brethren alike. He warned us that the
proposed establishment of an independent Methodist Church ance, together with other prescribed rituals of marriage, fuin Japan with its own Book of Discipline, articles of religion, neral, reception of members, ordination of ministers, etc.
agencies of church administration, and especially the support
5. After several days of earnest study, the reports of these
of an efficient ministry of the Word, would necessarily bring several committees were referred to a committee who were
upon the Japanese-congregations, as upon the preachers, heavy instructed to frame all these reports into a Book of Discipline.
After discussion, this proposed Book of Discipline was duly
responsibilities which hitherto they had not experienced. He
also touched upon the great duties and responsibilities of the adopted by vote of the whole Conference. The commissioner
in the chair at that hour, having declared that all the requiteJapanese bishop to be duly elected.
Thus in kindly and plain-spoken utterances he advised the ments had been met for the establishment of the Japan Meth.
brethren to prepare for this new experiment. He knew that odist Episcopal Church, then announced that the first official
it was only natural for our Japanese brethren to be highly act of this Conference was to elect their own bishop and
elated over the prospect of having their own self-governing, leader. This announcement produced a thrill of joy in the
"
independent church, and that in their enthusiasm they were breast of every Japanese delegate.
It was fortunate that our own commissioner, Dr. Walter
likely to overlook the serious responsibility and heavy burdens
which they were about to shoulder. Thus his wisely spoken "Lambuth, was in the chair at this important juncture. lIe
words had a sobering effect upon all concerned and prepared .reminded the brethren, "It is now necessary to elect your own
us to go to Tokyo to the General Convention, not lightly, but Japanese bishop. You are making history." He continued,
soberly and in the spirit of dependence upon the wisdom "We wish to proceed with godly fear and by the guidance of
the Holy Spitit, so that the one whom we are about to choose
of God.
The commissioners from the mother churches being present shall have alteady been chosen by the great Head of the
were named as follows: from the Methodist Episcopal Church, Church." He then gave instructions that "all persons not memBishop Cranston and the Rev. Dr. Leonard; from the Meth. bers of the body should retite at once outside the bar and
odist Episcopal Church, South, Bishop Wilson and Dr. Lam. that no person not of the body should have any communica.
buth; from the Canadian Methodist Church, the Rev. Dr. tion with any member inside. And then, under his godly
direction, we all went down on our knees before God in
SutherJ:ll'ld and one other whose name escapes me.
The meetings of this historic Conference were held in the earnest, humble prayer for guidance. We arose from our
Aoyama Gakuin in Tokyo, which is the college and theologi. knees, the ballots were passed, and upon the first ballot the
cal seminary of the Methodist Episcopal Church. After ex· Rev. Y. Honda, D. D., was declared elected by unanimous
plaining the object of their coming and the authority under ,:"ote, lacking one vote. The brethren all," missionaties no less
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than the Japanese brethren, were filled with triumpham JOy
and thanksgiving.
In order that there might be no misunderstandings and
consequem lack of harmonious co-operation, a basis of union
was ag.reed upon between represematives of the three Missions and the leaders of the new Japan Methodist Church, in
accordance with which the three Missions might continue their
work as associate bodies of the native church. That is to say,
first, the native membership being less than 15,000, it was
well understood that the Japan Methodist Church was not
financially able to carry the burden of the Mission schools
already established, and consequently it was agreed that the
Missions should cominue to support and manage the schools.
Second, it was further agreed that the members of the three
Missions should assume the support and have the authotity
to conduct the work of Christ in a given number of purely

Mission circuits, situated within the bounds of the territoty
previously occupied by the several Missions.
Third, it was agreed that all of the missionaries should
adopr one of two courses as they deemed best, either join the
itineram ranks of the newly established church as full members of Conference, or have their names transferred back to
their home Conferences in the United States and Canada, and
thus take the relation of associate members to the Japan
Conference.
.
Bishop Wilson advised us South~rn Methodist missionaries
to choose the associate relation to the Japanese church, which
we did. It was clearly understood, however, that we should
be accorded the same authority of ordained ministers as the
ordained Japanese ministers had in receiving persons by baptism into the church, administering the sacrament of the Lord's
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The Methodist Church In Mexico
By O. E. GODDARD
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HE final objective of all missionaty endeavor in foreign
fields is to establish a self-governing, self-perpetuating,
and self-supporting church. Every missionary we send
our, every institution we build, every piece of literature we
create-all that we do in sharing the gospel with disadvantaged nations should keep this ultimate objective in view.
In the first stages of the work the native peoples are pas.
sive, receptive, obedient. If we do the work well, there will
come a_ time when the workers whom we have trained can
begin to assume some of the responsibility for the ongoing
of the work. In the course of time we have more trained
native workers than we have foreign missionaries. At this
time we begin to discuss autonomy or independence. The
nationalistic spirit begins to assert itself and to make some
demands. We can no longer superinduce a foreign program
in full.
The genius of the nation must be taken into consideration.
This period in mission fields is similar to the adolescent period
in our homes. Our young people begin to demand self.expression, self-government. Here praaical wisdom i~ needed
as never before. Likewise the home church needs more wisdom, more diplomacy, more generalship than she has needed
hitherto.
Shall we suppress the nationalistic spirit? No. Shall we
temporize with it? That is a doubtful policy, offering at best
but temporary relief. Shall we grant them complete autonomy
with our financial help and continued co-operation? The
Methodist Episcopal Church, South, answers yes.
Some of the churches are trying central conferences with
a degree of autonomy, yer responsible to the home church and
still numerically a pare of the mother church. Our leadership
does not look with favor on this experiment. We prefer to
give the young church complete autonomy. We prefer the
word "autonomy" tq "independence," for the simple reason
rhat the new church is not now and will not be in the near
future independent. It is dependent upon the mother church
for revenue, but it has complete freedom in the management
'of its' own affairs. Hence we are accustoming ourselves to
say "autonomous" rather than "independent" church.
Such a church has just been set up in Mexico. The name
chosen by the new church there is "The Methodist Church
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of Mexico." It is to be episcopal in form, but they did not
insert this word in their name.
A brief constitution was adopted by the Jomt commiSSIOn.
It includes the Articles of Faith, the General Rules, the Restriaive Rules, the Composition of Conferences, and a few
other matters.
The first General Conference will convene in the City of
Mexico, September 16. It will be composed of all the active
clerical members of the two Annual Conferences and an equal
number of laymen. This General Conference will elea its
own bishop and other connectional officers, and determine
their tenure of office. It is a real, distinct church. We now
have no members in Mexico, nor shall we ever have any members there in the future. They are now separate from us.
The "vital union" or "organic relationship" with the
Mother Church is a Council of Co-operation composed of
sixteen, eight of them to be eleaed by the General Conference of the Church of Mexico, and fOil! by each of the mother
churches. This Council is a real nexus, a legal entity, a corpus
that binds the church to the two mothers. All business between the young church and the mother churches will be
transacted through this Council. The Council will appoint
local boards of managers for schools, hospitals, social cemers
and other institutions receiving help from the mother
churches.
The new church starts off with the blessing of the mother
churches as truly as any daughter starts off with parental
blessings in her new home.
The whole procedure has been by mutual agreement, and
seems to be entirely satisfaaory to all concerned.
Bishop W. A. Candler, who was the permanent chairman
of the joint commission, Bishop S. R. Hay, who took the place
of Judge Childers, Dr. C. A. Bickley, taking the place of Mrs.
Piggott, Dr. Frank Onderdonk and the writer composed our
commission. The five commissioners from our former Mexican Conference were all present.
It is to be hoped that the new churches in Korea and
Brazil may be launched as auspiciously as has been the Methodist Church of Mexico.
No change was made in the property holdings. The same
holding bodies will continue to hold the property.
[397}
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The Home and Race
Relationships

,
!

By SYLVANUS M. DUVALL
Projessor of Religious Educatio'n'
Scarritt College, :Nashville, Tenn.

~

CORDING

to Jesus, love for one's neighbor, or brotherhood, ranks with love for God as the core of true
religion. Nor can there be any doubt as to the
inclusiveness of the concept. In illustrating his point' he took
for his hero a member of the despised Samaritan race, and
boldly asserted that all in ned:!, even enemies, were to be
included. It is needless to dwell upon the glaring discrepancy
between the ideals which Christians profess and their actual
practice with regard to the matter. Needless to point out, the
attitude which most assume, especially toward members of
other races, is anything but brotherly.
As a result of a growing Christian conscience on this point,
serious efforts are being made to Christianize race relationships. In the pulpit, in young people's conferences, and in
religious literature the subject is receiving increasing attention, and interracial forums· and retreats are being developed
to provide contacts leading to better understanding. So far,
however, the influence and importance of the home as a means
of promoting better racial relationships has hardly begun to
be realized. It is the purpose of this article to call the atten.
tion of Christians to the significance and possibilities of the
home as an educational institution for the promotion of
Christian brotherhood among the races.
In racial attitudes, as with other character predispositions,
the primary consideration is that first impressions should be
Christian, and it is at this point that the crucial importance
of the home is most clearly evident. As with other matters,
the first attitudes of most children toward other races are
merely the reflections of the attitudes of their parents. The
first essential in the Christian education of children in race
relationships, then, is that their parents should themselves
appreciate and respect members of other races as spiritual
personalities, having hopes, aspirations and desires essentially
like those of all men. If parents are cateful to avpid such
discriminatory and derogatory terms as "wop," "dago,"
"sheeny," "nigger," "greaser" and the like in referring to
members of other races, and to treat them in conduct and in
conversation as persons, the first and most important founda.
tion for the Christian attitude will have been laid.
Good example, however, is far from enough. For as the
child becomes older, neighborhood influences make themselves
felt so strongly that parental example will be overcome unless
it is supported by. positive and direct teaching. The home
must therefore strive deliberately to build up Christian attitudes by an aggressive program of education. At this point
a, note of caution should be sounded.
Effective Christian education does not mean merely indoc.
trinating children with the opinions and ideas of their parents;
that parents should, by using their authority and by repeated
and vigorous assertions, seek to transfer their own concep.
14
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tions to their children. Such a procedure, while not without
value, is extremely dangerous. It often leaves children with
no adequate or intelligent idea as to why a certain course of
conduct is right or wrong. As a result they are/often rendered
ev~n less able to make intelligent moral decisions for them.
selves, especially in novel situations. Furthermore, the situa.
tion of having been taught that a certain thing which one
would like very much to do is wrong, without knowing why
it is wrong, often results in inner conflicts which cause great
distress, if they do not result in the serious weakening of
character. In educating for better racial relationships, as in
all religious and moral education, the procedure adopted by
the home should be such as to build up ideals which the
individuals involved understand, and which they themselves
have chosen.

j
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which the home should do in this matter
T isHEtofirstmakething
its members better acquainted with the people
of other races and climes. Books and stories, preferably weli
illustrated, showing other people, where and how they live
and what they do, should be provided. Such should be sci.
entifically accurate. Such an ideal means that those whose
appearances and customs differ from our own should not be
presented as strange and peculiar animals, quite different
from normal mankind.
The child should be taught that his customs and appear.
ances in all probability appear quite as funny to the people of
Manchuria or Siam as do theirs to him. All such externals
should be presented as relatively trivial. The important thing
is that children should come to recognize that people the
world over present surprisingly similar hopes, aspirations and
desires. Stories, myths, folk songs, ::pirituals and the like
should be far more than a source of amusement and entertainment. Through them should be seen the souls of peoples,
rising up in eager and serious aspiration, and commanding,
despite the frequent crudity of expression, the rever~nce and
respect of all serious and intelligent persuns.
. In this connection, much stress should be laid upon the
achievements of other races. It is w'.lOlesome to know that
the Chinese had achieved a high b·el of civilization thousands of years before our ancestors had emerged from savagery; that the civilizations of the Indians in Mexico and Peru
were in some respects, at' least, superipr to anything to be
found in Europe at that time. It is well to remind ourselves
that the greatest religious leaders of the world have, been
Jews, and that the greatest music and art have not come from
America. The story of the brilliant. Negro genius who has
made over a hundred produces, including billia~d balls, from
peanuts; the heroism of the Japanese physician whchgave his
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New site of Woman's Christian College, Seoul, Korea. This college
is supported by the women of the two Methowsms working ill Korea.
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A College Education
for Korean Women
By ALICE R. APPENZELLER
Missionary in Charge of Ewha College, a Union School in which
our Woman's Wor~ has a part

1\ COUNTRY with one.sixrh the popularion of rhe
11. United Scares and only one college for women!
i'

I

\Vhere? Korea, the cencer of rhe changing Far East.
Bur that one little college during its cwency years of hiscory
has trained most of the leading women in Korea. One finds
Ewha College girls in almost every field open co women-in
church work and social service, medicine, education and business. Best of all, rhese college' graduares are esrablishing
such homes as Korea had never dreamed of before, where
husband and wife, equal incellecrually, socially and economi.
cally, live togerher in mutual respect and love; where children
are reared with inceIligenc and loving care and given an
opportunity ro develop rhe best thar is in them.
No wonder thar the Korean public has been encirely "sold"
co higher education for women! The qualiry of the eighty.six
alumnae of this little college is such that one no longer hears
questions as to the value of education for women. The only
problem is, "How can our girls ger it? Where can they be
prepared? How can we finance their college work?" And
from Ewha's side, "How can we provide adequately for these
crowds of eager girls who by every test deserve' their chance
of life, libetty and rhe pursuit of happiness to which educaSEPTEMBER,

1930

rion is rhe golden key?" We are so crowded now rhat we
have to turn many away, and so ill-equipped rhat ir is difficult
to maincain government standards of work, much less to attain
co our own ideals.
It is to rhe solution of these problems thar the cwo branches
of Merhodism have set themselves. We are proud to know
rhar our churches have been first to catch rhe vision and rhen
to turn it into reality. It was Miss Lulu E. Frey, of rhe
Woman's Foreign Missionary Sociery of the Merhodist Epis,
copal Church who first saw the possibilities in Korean womanhood and brought the college inco being. What a venture it
was when in 1910 she fired rhat little group of fifteen girls
with the desire for more learning, contrary co all precedent;
when she and her cwo colleagues undertook their first instrucrion, in addition to heavy duties in the primary and high
school; when rhe next year she persuaded the Woman's Foreign Missionary Society of the Methodist Episcopal Church
to send out three college graduates to staff the new college!
There was no visible college at all-no classrooms, laboratories, library, gymnasium, nothing bur the girls and their
teachers. But what joy there was in this absolutely new experiment-to be the first women in all the history of Korea
(399}
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"She is one of the really remarkable women of
allY land."

Students and instructor in the Home Economics
laboratory, Ewha College
•

to undertake th~ higher learning! Almost everybody tried to
discourage them; and all the venerable objections to women's
education which are produced in every land were marshalled
in formidable· array. It was asserted that education would
spoil the sweet, obedient, modest Korean woman, so that she
would no longer know her place; and what sort of man.
strosity the knowledge of higher mathematics or music might
make of her V'as too horrible to imagine!
Even many of the missionaries, if they did not violently
oppose, smiled disdainfully at the idea. Miss Frey moved
serenely on, the girls worked heroically, teaching part time
as they studied, and in 1914 the first class of three was
graduated. Helen Barrett Montgomery spoke on this historic
occasion, prophesying that this little group of venturesome
spirits would shape mightily the destinies of Korean woman- .
hood and that these three girls would be makers of history.
Insignificant as it was in ourward form, this informal little
college of Miss Frey's day trained the present leaders of
women's work in all Korea, and made possible the builders
of the present Ewha College. Here are a few of them (many
Kims but none· of them related, for Kim is the commonest
of the few surnames in Korea):
Among the ~rly graduates are the leading women of
Korea: Alice Kim Jung, of the first graduating class, the first
Korean to receiv~ a diploma from an American conservatory
of music, planned the curriculum of the Music Department
which was registered in 1925; she has been a professor in
this department ever since, maintaining at the same time an
ideal Christian home.
Helen Kim, M. A. from Boston University, is dean of
Ewha College. She was the first Korean woman to receive
Phi Beta Kappa honors and was three times a delegate to the
Institute of Pacific Relations. She made memorable contributions both to the great Missionary Conference in Jerusalem
and the General Conference of the Methodist Episcopal
Church in 1928. Her persistent appeal kept Korea from being
put off the episcopal map and restored the leadership that
was about to be taken away. She and one other woman
organized the Y. W. C. A. of Korea, and she secured its
affiliation with the World's Committee. Dr. William Heard
Kilpatric of Columbia University recently said of Miss Kim,
16
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Hamna Kim, M. A. from Oregon State Agri.
cultural College, is head of the Home Economics
Department at Ewha College. Under Dean ,.
Milam's careful supervision she received the best
of training in America, This department at
Ewha was opened in 1929 and bids fair to be
the largest and most popular department in the
school. Its courses are built on the needs of
Korean home life; nowhere else can Korean
women get this scientific training which will il"
I, .
I
enable them to deal with the economic and rural
!
I
problems of the country.
i, ,
One is tempted to give the whole list, for
I'
these young women are in every good work in
the country. Sungsil Kim, B, A, from Mount
Holyoke College, is the first trained secretary of
the Y. W. C. A. in Korea. Mrs. Helen Choi is
head worker at the Seoul Evangelistic Social
Center; Frances Lee, the first college graduate
to take nurse's training, with post-graduate work
in Toronto, is public health nurse at the same Center. Noda
Kim, our first physician, trained in China, is now at the East
Gate woman's hospital, Seoul.
Meager and limited as the opportunities of those early days
were, the leadership produced is of a very high order. The
Korean public has been convinced of the worth of higher
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Alice Kim of the first graduating c1ass'of Ewha,
now a professor in the Music department
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education for women, not by argument but by
living illustrations,
Until 1923 the Iitcle group of pioneers con.
tinued without building or equipment, never able
[0 exceed an enrollment of twenry-five, because
there were few schools where girls could prepare
for college and there was not room for more in
the overcrowded high school dormicory, Not
until :1fter Miss Frey had laid down her earthly
work was the fim college building erected in
1923 and named Frey Hall in honor of the one
who began women's higher education in Korea,
It was placed on the Ewha campus by the side
of the primary, high, and kindergarten normal
schools. At that time there .were about four
hundred girls at Ewha; now over seven hundred
jostle each other on that little city campus,
,
With the new building came need for better
equipment and larger and bertertrained staff and
for government recognition. This required a
greatly increased budget, which the Woman's
Foreign Missipnary Society, which maintained
the college, was unable to granc. JUSt at this critical time the
Woman's Missionary Council of the Methodist Episcopal
Church, South, came to the rescue with an appropriation
which met the needs and made it possible for the college to"
meet government requirements. In 1925 the new Ewha Col.
lege was chartered with sevenry students in the cwo depart.
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Mrs. Induk Pak Kim, an Ewha College alumna, the first
foreign secretary of the S\udent Volunteer Movelllent
SEPTEMBER,
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Center, an Ewha College graduate with her mother,
two sisters and brother

mencs, Literary and Music, each having a four.yeat course,
Since 1925 the enrollment has grown and the staff has been
increased until there are 161 students and 35 members on
the faculty. The work of every departmenc has developed.
Physical education has been begun in earnest, The college
girls were among the first to enjoy outdoor sports; probably
theirs was the first girls' basketball team in Korea. In the
beginning, running and jumping seemed very unladylike co
the quiet Korean girls and there was great difficulty in coaxing
them co take part in spores, Now athletics has swept the youth
of Korea like a flood, and competition in all kinds of spon
is very keen becween schools and informal organizations.
Merciless overtraining is common, endangering the girls'
health; too often the sole ~im is to win.
The physical education l'epartment at Ewha College is the
most completely staffed and organized work of its kind for
girls in Korea, The high objectives of health, sportsmanship,
team work, etc., are most valuable in character building. Ex.
ercise has within a few years changed the weak little Korean
school girl inco as fine a specimen of womanhood as one
could find.
But alas, one tennis court is all the recreation ground the
present college can boast, for 161 girls.
The dormitories have been robbed to make room for classes;
sleeping porches have been made into laboracories, teachers'
rooms taken over for students so that the faculty members
must live outside the buildings. Again, as in the old days
before Frey Hall was built, the specter of tuberculosis walks
through our crowded rooms, snatching the fairest girls and
bearing them out of our sight. The head of the music departmenc tries co give lessons with a "gym" class stamping and
yelling on the porch outside of her door.
The prospects of having a new college home ar~ very
bright. In 1923 Mrs. Philip Hayward Gray of Detroit and
her cwo daughters, traveling through Korea, responded to an
appeal and gave the first money for t~e new college. Hele,n
Kim on the very same day was making an appeal for thiS
object at a great meeting in Des Moines which was being
answered on the other side of the world. This thirty thousand
dollar gift has purchased fifty acres of magnificenc pine cov·
ered hills and valleys and has provided for the expenses of
(Continued on page 36)
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The South and Worker'ls
Education

,

I

By LOUISE LEONARD

'The Summer School
for W omen Wor~ers
is a Unique Form

of W or~er's

Educa~

tion in this Country

Ii

I'

!

Dormitories at Christ School, Arden, where
the Southcrn Summer School was held in 1930

N TIMES of such swift revolutionary changes as
have been going on recently in Southern industry,
the public has gradually had borne in upon it the
fact that the introduction of machinery has produced
evil effects upon the lives of working people.
Organized groups propose reforms; laws are introduced into state legisla~res, backed by women's organizations, reducing the number of' hours or raising the
age limit of child labor.
Pronouncements are issued by groups of socially
minded cicizens such as the statement which recently
appeared in the daily press asserting the civil rights of
workers which was signed by four hundred prominent
citizens of North Carolina and promoted by the man
who has JUSt been appointed president of its state
universiry.
.
Church conferences pass resolutions indorsing the human
rights of workers to such a minimum of material goods in
rerum for their labor as will give them opportunity to live
the abundant life.
Such efforts on the part of those outside the immediate
circle of industry have value in enlightening public opinion,
although they have few traceable effects upon conditions sur.
rounding workers except in the case of social laws which are
passed in rare instances.
History in England and in the New England states and, in
fact, wherever the industrial revolution has been taking place,

I
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Gymnasium and athlctic field, summer school Arden, N. C.

proves that improvement in social conditions occurs only
when forced by economic pressure. One or the other of the
three parties to industry, ownership, management, or labor
must desire and struggle for change before needed improvements take place.
The old adage that "the Lord helps them that help them.
selves" may be truly applied to the industrial workers in their
struggle for food, clothing and shelter-the minimum 'of
comfort required by all who desire to reach the Christian
ideal of the abundant life.
Until workers themselves know more of the intricate indus-
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reial sysrem and of theit important place in it, they will not Organized in 1899 under the inspiration of American edudo their own thinking with regard to it, nor be able to work . cators, Mr. and Mrs. Vrooman and Charles Beard, "the college
out their own salvation. So the popular American panacea, was intended to provide a full year, and in some cases twO, of
education, may be seen as a necessity to the working class. whole time residential study for working men on lines that
The ·reader may think immediately of vocational education would equip them for fuller service to the cause of labour,
as a need of the factory worker present or pOtential, but as whether industrially, politically, or socially."
a marrer of fact, the constant succession of inventions of
Later, an independent institution, the London Labour Collabor-saving machinery reduces the task of the average worker lege, was established and suppotted by trade unions. This
to such a simple process that he requires lirrle training for it. college specialized in the social sciences and had as its definite
With the exception of the operations in making full-fashioned aim making workets more competent members of their labor
hosiery, or of weaving in catron mills, or an occasional skilled organizations.
process requiring a very few workers in other large
factories, the operation required of women in Southern faccories can be mastered in from one to threeweeks. So that the need or the rank and file is not
technical education.
The term "Worker's Education" is given fa a
kind of non-vocational education of adult industrial
wotkets in all industrial countries. The Worker's
Education Movement may be said to be a parr of
rhe Adult Education Movement. Not all education
of adults is "adult education," but that with a social
import, that which prepares a person to function
berrer as a social being, as for example, that offered
by the folk schools of Denmark. So not all education of an indusreial worker is "worker's education."
If a .factory worker wants to leave industry and
become a stenographer her night school course
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Students and faculty-Industrial Summer School
Burnsville, N. C., 1929
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Cottages at Christ School, Arden, N. C.

should not be called "worker's education," however it may
contribute to her self-improvement.
The term "worker's education" is given rather to that type
of education which does not take workers out of industry but
sends them back to their industrial jobs berrer prepared to be
effeaive industrial citizens, whether in the mill village or in
the city.
Among the historic buildings at Oxford University, Ruskin
College is pointed out to the visitor as unique in England
and in the world. It is a college under ,university auspices
devoted exclusively to the education of industrial workers.
SEPTEMBER,
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Each college included but a small group, rarely exceeding forty students, and the main activities of what
is known as the Worker's Education Movement in
England are to be found in local classes and non-residential labor colleges of Great Britain. A total of over
62,000 members of such classes was reported for 192728, affiliated either with the Worker's Education Association sponsoring education for workers with the
general aims of Ruskin College or affiliated with the
National Council of Labour Colleges with the more
specific purpose of the London Labour College.
In the United States there is no institution similar
to Ruskin College. The various 'large divisions of the
labor movement sponsor worker's classes and nonresident colleges in large cities, e. g., the Worker's
Education Bureau of the American Federation of Labor.
Brookwood Labor College, the only resident college for
workers, is a trade union school. Its students come from the
Amalgamated Garment Workers and other independent labot
units as well as from the American Federation of Labor.
The summer school for women workers, affiliated with a
college or university, is a unique form of Worker's Education
in this country. Bryn Mawr College was the first to offer its
campus for the use of such a school in 1921. Since that time
hundreds of industrial women from all over the country have
matriculated there for the summer session of eight weeks.
From the beginning, this school has been under the joint
[403
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auspices of college women and women labor leaders. Ir is the
only summer school of its kind that is national in scope, and
the only one that offers a second-year course.
In 1925 the University of Wisconsin included a unit of worker's education in its large summer school. The aims and course
of this school are similar to those at Bryn Mawr. The school is
administered by the State University and it is co-educational.
Since 1927 Barnard College has offered a course for women
workers of metropolitan New York and in the same year the
Southern Summer School for Women Workers in Industrv
was started, holding its first session at Sweet Briar Colleg~.
The aim is to enrich the lives of southern women from
mills and factories and to help them to realize their responsibilities and take their part as industrial citizens in the economic stage through which the Southern states are now passing.
Unlike the other schools, it is not connected with any
college administration, but is sponsored by an independent
commirtee .of southerners, industrial workers, and educators·
who rent equipment. This year the six weeks session was held
at Arden, in the mountains of North Carolina, half-way between Asheville and Hendersonville, in a most beautiful
mountain serting.
THIRTY-FIVE industrial women from nine southern states
spent the six weeks in Arden, from July 10 to August 22.
They were outsranding girls from all the typical industries
employing women in the South. Among them were workers
from corton mills, rayon mills, silk mills, from tobacco and
box facrories, from garment shops, etc., etc. From Maryland
to Texas, from Kentucky to Florida most southern states were
represented.
At Arden they found a small faculry of highly trained
women who have positions in the colleges and universities
throughout the winter, who are students of the social sciences
with experience in making knowledge available to workers
who have had little formal schooling.
"This is a place where everyone feels free," wrote a textile
worker towards the end of her course at the Southern Summer School.
This is not like other schools. There are no examinations
-no credits. There is no distinction of rank between faculry
and students. It is rather an informal sharing of experience
on the part of women with knowledge of life gained from
having worked in industry with men and women who have
had a different experience including more study of books and
more opportunity to look at industry and at other institutions
in modern society-"in the large."
The basic course, "Economics," a study of the worker's
experience in the machine age, includes economic history,
labor problems, and a minimum of economic theory. Discussion among members of the class brings out a great variety of
industrial experience.
A professor in a southern woman's college recently said
that he could not make "labor problems" real to college girls,
that they simply couldn't understand "what it was all about,'''
These worker-students know by the feeling in their own
bodies the meaning of long hours, low wages, and bad physical conditions in industry. In the rare case where a. girl can
report good conditions she has usually known the contrast
from former work at some other village or plant.
English is taught as a tool which each student will need
when she goes back to her factory, to the Y. W. C. A. class
or club, or to the trade union to which she belongs. Composition, public speaking, reading are all closely correlated
20
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with Economics, subjects for themes and speeches often being
, taken from industrial experience, and such subjects are adapted
to the needs of these students. Individual tutoring and informal reading groups supplement the group discussions.
Health education is one of the major emphases of the
Southern Summer School. A skilled physical director inter_
ested in corrective work follows the advice of the examining
physician in treating such disabilities as posture defects. Her
corrective exercises. take into account the girl's regular job
and health tules are given according to individual needs.
There is also group work for one hour each day.
Dramatics is another important avenue of expression. Plays
with social import are presented almost every week and occasionally the students write a play which has inevitably an
industrial theme. Folk plays such as "Job's Kinfolk" and
"Fixins" have been presented, and usually the girls taking
the leading parts have themselves corrie from the mountains
where the economic pressure is of the sort that is depicted in
these plays.
Ir is the hope of the committee backing the school and of
the faculry that the Southern Summer School may become a
center for free discussion of the problems of southern indus-.
try. Conferences for different groups were held at Arden
over various week-ends in July and August. The mountain
social workers were invited to assemble, during the week-end
of July 25 and 26, to learn of recent economic changes in
the South from students and faculty, and to share with the
school their knowledge of the mountain background of many
of the southern industi-ial workers who have left the highlands
to make a living in mill villages. A labor conference brought
together men and women of the trade union movement of
the South for a similar exchange of experience in the field of
organized labor.
Another conference was held with "Worker's Education"
as the subject.' At this meeting there gathered teachers of
workers' classes in southern cities, similar in aim and method
to the Economics and English classes being held at the school
during the summer. Members of local Worker's Education
committees working in twelve different southern communities
were also invited to attend. With outside speakers of wide
experience, this conference discussed aims, subject matter, and
technique of Worker's Education in the hope that there would
be stronger evening classes under the auspices of .Worker's
Education Commirtees in various southern cities next winter.
For those connected with the Southern Summer School believe that the expenditure of money, time, and energy is not
justified unless the effotts to help thirty-five industrial women
to think more clearly about the probl~ms of the industrial
worker at thiscritic~1 time result in the experience of the
students being multiplied back! home. They return with a
desire to start classes, promote labor plays, or other forms of
Worker's Education in their own clubs or unions.
Since in some cities and towns no teachers competent to
teach workers can be secured, the Southern Summer School
is preparing to do extension work on a small scale and upon
request of local groups, to send in a teacher for six weeks'
1
courses in Economics or English.
Although the beginnings of Worker's Education in the
South are not large, ,the, movement has potential power for
good and should comRJand the sympathetic interest of all who
believe in democratic 'education as a fundamental approach to
human problems and of all who believe that much trouble may
be avoided only if the working class is aware of the contributions it has to makfhatld of its place in the social scheme.
THE MISSIONARY VOICE
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OCTORS' BUILDING
(above) is headquar'
ters of the Mission Board.
On the sixth floor are all the
offices. Hither come the
mIssIonaries, . and find it
"home." Hither on April
23 came our young mission·
aries this year to meet the
Secretaries and receive their
commissions to many fields.
Best of all, in the center is'
the chapel, a beautiful hall,
to which at 11 :45 each
morning Secretaries and
workers come for. fifteen
minutes 'of quiet and inter'
cession.

D

'The General Secretary is busy today. He is
always busy. but always free-free to mut cordially. as he ~nows how. the streams of people
that drop in to tal~ with him about the missionary business of the Church. He is happiest when
introducing the young missionaries in the Consecration service at McKendru. and bidding them
a good "God Spud" to the ends of the earth.
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Group of young mIssionaries in Nashville for their ,consecration. 'These are missionaries for the General Wor~.
Missionaries of the Woman's Department in another group. A few for the General Wor~ failed to get in the
picture. so that in all. we are sending out this year approximately forty-Jive missionaries. Left to right: Mrs.
DuBois, Mr. DuBois. Mrs. Speidel. Mr. Speidel, Mrs. Weems, Baby Weems, Mr. Shearer. Mr~ Weems, Mr.
Coo~e. Mr. Stott, Mrs. Stott, Mr. Lovell. Mrs. Lovell, Mr. Gibson, Mrs. Gibson, Marita Gibson.
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'Young missionaries and their friends at the reception gitlen, at 'the Hermitage Hotd. It ,is during the'
Annual Meeting of the Board and they are gathered from far and near. A glance, shows Dr.. Cram, Dr.
Goddard. Miss Case, in the bac~ground; Mr, Rawls, foreground; Dr. Haden, right end; Mr. DeRuiter, from
Africa; Mr. Dawsey. center. from the northwest of Sao, Paulo; left c;enter. Mrs. Weems, on her,./lvay
to Korea; and many others less easy to identify, bUI no less' interesting.
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'Th~ Water Gat~ through which th~
AHi~s . ~nt~r~d P~~ing during thf
. Box~r r~b~lIion, brin/(ing delivtl
anc~ to th~ missionari~s

Altar of H~av~n. P~1{ing. China,
ta~~n from top of Altar loo~ing toward 'T ~mpl~ of H~av~n. All til~
is blu~. posts whit~ marbl~
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iYfarbl~ boat' at th~ Summ~r Palac~.
Pe1{ing. Elaborately. fitt~d by th~
lat~ Empress Dowager

Bishop Paul B. Kern with Bishop
Arthur]. ·Moor~. Bishop K~rn go~s
out as bishop in charge of our wor~
in the Far East with resid~nc~ in
Shanghai. Bishop Moore goes only
part of the way with our wor~ers in
the East, to the Pacific Coast. 'The
Voice brea[h~s its blessing as th~u
brav~ youn/(. leaders set out
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China is th~ country of canals and
bridges. One of the most beautiful
of th~m is the Long Bridge over the
Grand Canal

'Top-First MethQdist church built
in Far East. A stone church erected
in city of Foochow ~ight years after
arrival of first missionaries and bef or~ there was a single conv~rt

.\

China dele/(ates to th~ General Conf~rence,
Left. to right: Rev. P. D. Woo, Sun~iang;
Prof. W. Y. Sung. Shanghai; Dr. ]. C. Haw~.
missionary; Dr. Z. 'f. Kaung .. pastor Allen
Memorial Church, Shanghai; Mrs. F. K. 'fsao,
Shani(hai; President Y. C. _Yang, Soochow

Rev. Louis Cabe Sheaur. born
Lynchburg. Virginia. son of the late
Rev. and Mr.;. L. C. Shearer. soon
to go out as a missionary to China

'fhe 'Temple of Heaven, Pe1{ing. 'fhe stTtlC'
ture stands in the c~nt~r of a platform of
white marble, In this building emperors
formerly offered their prayer for a happy.
prosperous year. ceremony performed <It
.1:IJO a. m. in the first Clline,e moon
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Rev. Janadus D. Stott. born Wilson County, N. C., A. B., B. D.,
Du~e University. Sailed on August B on the "President Adams"
for Japan. Mrs. Stott was Miss Flora Belle Dawson, A. B. Du~e
University

Rev., William Mervin Seymour. son of Mr.
and Mrs. W. F. Seymour, Sweetwater. 'Tenn.
LL. B. University of 'Tennessee; special train·
ing Candler School of 'Theology, Emory Uni·
versity. Sailing for Japan in early autum" '
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Brother Vancura from far Bohemia; is telling
his friends away down in Mississppi-the
Presiding Elder of the District and Brother
W. D. Haw~ins-what a good "booster" th'e
Voice is to the missionary

I
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On the sups of a Japanese home. Many
families have at least one "foreign" room to
the house. 'This room will be built and fur.
nished Western style. while the rest of tht'
house will be in the Japanese' fashion

Rev. John E. Stroud, born in Mooresville. 'Tenn. Ph. B.
Emory University. Sailing for Japan in early autumn. Mrs.
Stroud was Miss Haul Alice Hogan, Canton, Ga., graduate
of Georgia State College for Women. John E.• Jr., aged one
year, beginning his missionary service early

"As goes Japan so goes the East." it has been often said. 'The
Million Souls Movement under Kagawa brings on a new
phase of advance and a new challenge for us all. No wor~
more important in Japan than our Hiroshima Girls' School.
Above is railway station in that city. A bit of new Jjlpall
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Birds'lYc vicw of Scoul, capital city of. Korea and homc of thc
grcat union institutions uith which wc 'arc associaud. Our Korcan wor~. bcgun in /897. has grown until now wc are uniling
, with thc Northcrn Mcthodi.tts to constituu thc' Unitcd Mcthodist
.
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Rcv. D. A. Weems. M. A. Emory. B. D.
Yalc. son of Rcv. and Mrs. C. N. Weems.
missionarics to Korea, Mrs. D .. A. Weems.
and daughtcr. Nancy 'Townscnd. Mrs. Weems
is thc daughtcr of Mr. and Mrs. E. A. 'Townscnd, Howc, O~la.
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Annic 'Turncr (Icft). born Hico. Halifax
County. Va. Daughur of Rcv. and Mrs. V.
R. 'Tumcr. missionarics to Korca. A. B.
graduatc Randolph-Macon Collcgc. Goc.~ out
to Korca to tcach missionarics' childrcn
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Mr. and 1.1rs. G. C. Speidel (right); sailing.
Scptcmbcr 8 for Korca. Mr. Speidel is an
M;. S. of Univcrsity of Virginia. Mrs. Speidel.
nc:i Mary Millcr. is a graduatc of Moravian
Collcgc for Womcn. Bcthlchcm, Pa.
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Dr. W. W. Demaree and family sai/cd' for Korca October 25.
1929. Son of Rcv. and Mrs. 'T. W. B. Dcmaru. missionarics. A. B. Kcntucb Wcslcyan. M. D. Univcrsity of
Chicago. Doing hospital wor~. Mrs. Dcmaru was Miss Elsa
'T. Buschbaum. St: Louis. Mo. Childrcn au Elsa Jean and
}olm.Eugcnc

Korean delcgates to thc Gcncral Confercnec. Left to right:
Rcv. B. W. Lim. Songdo. Korca; Rcv. }. S. Ryang, Scoul;
Rev. I. Y. Kim. Seoul; Mr.~. }. S. Ryang. Scoul; Mr. C. H,
Yi. Seoul, and Mr.·X. S. Koo. Scoul. Mr. Ryang is superin.
undent of Siberia Korean Mission and Confnenee Missionary
Sf'CrCtary
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An Epworth League and Sunday School field day group. Loo~s as if it might
be 'Tennessu or MississiPp'i. but, as a matter of fact, it is in Belgium.. Bodes
large things for the future. It is difticult to believe that our wor~ after so short
group as this. We are in Europe
a time should show so large and strilting
to hurt nothing that is Christian. to help nothing that hurts. We su~ a league
offensive and defensive with every soldier" of Jesus Christ

a

Rrv. G. W. 'Twynham. Brussels. and Rev.
Vaclav Vancura, Prague. Delegates to the
General· Conference. 'The latter furnished
. many of the pictures for this issue
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Family group of Rev. Foye G. Gibson; sailing in early autumn for Poland. Mr. Gibson was born at Oa~
Hill Farm, near .Bristol, 'Tenn., son of Mr. and Mrs. B. 'T. Gibson.' A. B. Emory e9' Henry, special training
Vanderbilt. Mrs. Gibson, nee Doris Aldrich. 'Princess Anne. Md. Helen Louise and Marita Doris Gibson
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Rev. and' Mrs. Eugene Lovell. Mr.
Lovell is A. B.. B. D.. Emory.
Sailed June 6th for Belgian Congo

Czechos.lova~ Annual Conference held in Prague, /928. Bishop Darlington in
d14rge of the Conference, center. Mr. Woodard, Mr. Melson, Mr. Dobes. other
famtliar face.1 in fTOnt: in rear. fourth from center. Mr. and Mrs. Vancura
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Commissionas 'who oTga'ni:~d thi: M~lhodist ChuTch of M~xico. Am~Ticans slanding, left
to Tight: Juli~t HeI~n Knox, 1- P. Hauser, R. E. DiifwdoTfa, C. A. Bic~l~y, S. R. Hay,
f. 1- McConnell. fTan~ Ond~Tdon~, O. E. Goddard, Agnes G. Gram~tbliTT (SecT~tary to
DT. Diif~ndoTfa) (Bishop Candl~T was PT~S~nt, bUI is not in th~ piclure). M~xicans
silting: Bwjamin Fernandez. E. 1- Espinoza. E. Velasco. V. Mendoza. B. D. Bayx, f. S.
Monlelongo. 1- 'T. Ramir~z. 1- N. - Pasco~. Josue d~ la ~u~nt~

1. C. DuBois, A._ no 'T~nn~ssu, B. D.
Vandabill; his bTide. nee GTaa McCTac~en. A. B. ScaTritt; w~dding att~nd
anlS, Wighlman Chapel: Now in Mexico
R~v.

:1

it

Cuba delegalion 10 Gen~Tal Conference: Rev.
Luis I\lonso. abl~ preach" and ~diIOT; Mrs.
Migud SOlO, who al Dallas pr~sent~d to the
Confaence ha country's flag

- Signing- doeum~nt cr~ating th~ n~1O M~thodist Church of M~xico. authorized
by' the G~n~ral Conf~r~nce at Dallas. In the foreground is our own Dr.
Goddard. 'T a~en in th~ chapel of Union 'Th~ological S~minary, M~xico City
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Bra:il

delegat~s

to

G~n~ral Conf~renc~:

W. G. Borchers, Sao Paulo (unofficial);

f. f. N~ll(J: Sao Paulo; W. H. Moore. Jui: d~ Fora; O. Lind~nberg. Rio d~ Jan~iro;
W. O. Reif. Porto AI~gr~; 1- L. Bec~a. Rdbdrao Pr~to;G. D. Par~~r, Santa Maria

M~xicO
R~v.J.

delegalion to G~neral Confaena:
Pasco~. -Presiding EJd~r Monterrey
Districl; Mr.s. A. S. de Vargas. Pi~dras Negras
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Ancie~t landmar~ in the city of Shanghai, ,largest port in China.

on the mouth of the Yangtze River. The Lung hua tia "Pagoda
of the Beauty of the Dragon" south of the town, was founded
in 247, rebuilt in lollI, and has been frequently :renovated
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New President Inaugurated
and a New Building Dedicated
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T WAS a red.lener day ar Hiroshima College when, on and develop them Into strong personalities. He believes this
the 19th day of last June, Jubilee Hall was dedicated and ideal can best be attained through Chrisrian teaching. It is
a Japanese president was inaugurated. Jubilee Hall was the aim of the school not to meet the needs of today only,
made possible through the Jubilee o£.erings of the missionary but to train the leaders of tomorrow. Miss Gaines, in writing
societies in America and the inauguration of tbe new president to a friend, says of the new principal, "We are very much
was of special significance because it marked a new stage in pleased with our new principal. He is a product of our mis.
the development of the school, the passing of the chief ad. sian. After graduating from our boys' school in Japan he
ministrative office into the hands of a national.
came to America and attended Trinity College. He is a man
As the Julianna Hayes Chapel, named in honor of the first full of faith, sweet spirited, energetic and in every way fitted
president of the first Woman's Board, was not large enough for the great responsibilities put upon him."
to accommodate the audience, the ceremony was held in the
The dedicatory service for the new building was very
chapel of the high school, and even then there was no room simple. Bishop Akazawa, the newly elected bishop of Japan,
for the studenrs, so in the morning a special ceremony was came especially to take a part in the dedication. After speak.
held for them, after which they went to the college building ing of the history and the ideal Qf the school through the
and were shown through it just as the other guests wete in years, he handed the key of Jubilee Hall to Mr. Hinohara,
the afternoon.
who accepted, and then led in the dedication prayer.
On this occasion Miss Nannie B. Gaines, principal emeritus
There were many congratulatory addresses: the Governor
and acting principal, had the glad privilege of turning over spoke through a representative, the Mayor represented the
the keys and the school seal to the chairman of the Board of schools, Miss Johnson the Woman's Missionary Council, and
Trustees, Mr. Matthews, and he in a few well chosen words Miss Cook the Mission. The most notable of the congrat.
expressed the gteat satisfacrion that the fotmer principals ulatory addresses was made by Dr. Yoshida, the president of
(Miss Gaines and Mr. Stewatt) and the Board of Trustees the University in Hiroshima. He is a Buddhist priest and his
had on this occasion. They had looked forward to this honor wife a Christian. He congratulated the school in being free
and now it gave him great pleasure to pass to Me. Hinohara in its religious life and teaching. He said it was generally
the symbol of office.
recognized now that religion is essential to characrer developMr. Hinohata in his acceptance speech outlined his hopes ment, but that government schools, even if they wished reliand plans for the school. His message was thoroughly Chris. gion taught in the schools, cannot decide which religion to
tian. The objecrive of the school, he said, is to make real teach. Shintoism and Buddhism both make their claims, as
people, true characrers. Some think of education as a way of well as many others, and as a consequence they are unable to
success, but true education must give time and opportunity adopt anyone religion. He congratulated this school on being
for growth. Our aim, he declared, is to organize systematically clearly and definitely Christian, able to carry on religious work
all the capacities and material which lie within the children unhampered by any of these conRicring ideals.

I

The Home and Race Relationships
(Continued from pag: 14)

life fighting the plague; such stories can do much to counter·
act feelings of racial arrogance and superiority.
The home should not, of course, give such a glowing pic.
ture of the achievements of other races as to leave an in.
accurate impression. The limitations of other races'should be
presented quite as faithfully as their virtues. But in this
connection it should be mentioned that it was a white Ameri.
can who skinned an Indian alive and hung his hide on the
door of his cabin; it was White Americans who massacred
an Indian tribe that had laid down its arms and adopted
Christianity, and that our relationships with the Indians have
been a continuous series of treaty.breaking and unscrupulous.
ness. In this feeling of common hopes, aspirations, achieve..
ments and sins, in which all races share, then, is to be found
the bond which makes us regard those of orher races as
brothers.
SEPTEMBER,l930

A Sunday school teacher was on one occasion teaching a
lesson on Thanksgiving. In drawing a picrure of the hard.
ships of the early pioneers she dwelr rather extensively upon
the cruelty of the Indians. In the middle of the discourse,
one small boy drew himself up to full length and remarked,
"That isn't so. I shook hands with an Indian once, and he
wasn't like that at alL" There is nothing that can equal
actual personal contact in the promotion of better racerela,..
tjonships. It is one thing to talk about the "Japs" or .the
"niggers." Ir is quire another to talk abo~t Mr. Kanude,
whom we have known intimately for several years, or Dr.
Carver, the great Negro scientist.
It is not possible, of course, for most families to provide
intimate, personal contacr with members of many races. The
best they can do is often to cooperate with Sunday schools
(Continued on page 3S)
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Vacation Bible School at Moore Community HolL'>~

A Mission Becomes
Missionary
By SALLIE ELLIS

.0

NE of the most interesting pieces of work ever under- and gaps in the walls of the little one-room house, he will
taken by the Woman's Work is that at Biloxi, Miss., have an idea of some of the h~rdships of the early days of
among the people who work in the oyster and shrimp the work. Soon, however, a neat frame church was built.
canning factories. The Wesley House has been serving these Then the house next doot was remodeled and added to until
people for a long period of years but within the last four years it was ready for Wesley House wotk and Miss Sallie Ellis was
a new center has been opened about cwo miles away at Back appointed as resident worker.
Bay; this center is known as the Moore Community House.
As the first year passed many people were richly blessed by
To Rev. Waldo W. Moore is due the initiation of this work . the ministry of this center. One, morning, near the ChtistmaJ
among the people in the scattered homes along
the Bay. Many of these people belong to the
._--:<
older inhabitants of Biloxi, but there are among
I
them the louisiana French Arcadians and a few
I
'!
Bohemians who make an annual winter trip from
Baltimore, living in the camps owned by the
factory. These camps-crude houses grouped together along the streets and lanes-form an
almost separate community.
Brother Moore saw in this section of his city
the need for Protestant services and also for
social service work. The vision of a church and
Wesley House side by side took shape in his
mind. It was with this in view that he asked
the Woman's Missionary Council for a helper.
In answer to his request Miss Sophie Kuntz was
sent and thus began the Council's relation to the
work that has resulted in the opening of Epworth Church and the Moore Community House.
H tIie reader ca'n picture from three to a dozen
children gathered around a rusty stove on a cold \
Johnson's Camp, Biloxi, Miss., a mission which is an ex.
winter's day, the wind whizzing through cracks
tension of Epworth Church. and Moore Memorial Church
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time, about seven o'clock Miss Ellis
walked into the church and found a man
on his knees tacking a strip of carpet
down the aisle. When asked why he
was doi,ng this, he replied that always
heretofore. at Christmas time he had
spent money on whiskey to entertain his
friends. He was not doing that this yeat
and felt that he wanted to give the
amount thus saved to the church. It
was not easy for him to do this, as his
wife had recently recovered ftom a long
illness and his baby twins had recently
died. Expenses had been heavy, bur,
since the little church had come into
the community, his life was chinged
and he was giving thanks in this manner.
The work of these centers at Biloxi
differs from others because of the con.
ditions under which the workers serve.
In the winter time during the shrimp
and oyster seasons, at seven o'clock in
the morning, rain or shine, mothers may be seen carrying wee
babies and sometimes leading children a bit larger to the
Moore Community House. They are bringing them to the
nursery to be cared for while they work in the facto ties. These
morhers often wotk from three or four o'clock in the morning
until nve in the' afternoon. This is found necessaty because,
owing to the short seasons in these canning factories, the
fathers cannot earn sufficient money to cate for their families.
When school closes in the afternoon troops of children leave
the building and go to the Moore Community House two
blocks away. Here they find a chance to play and many of
them belong to some organization here which they greatly
enjoy. The club director says of this particular type of service:

OJ'
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The Wesley House, Biloxi, Miss.

group of working girls, all of whom are French, asked for a
club. Thetefore we made a place for them. These. three
groups, as well as the regular sewing school, sew and em·
broider, and many are now doing beautiful work,"

The Moote Community House is not satisfied with serving
its immediate community. In the early days of the center,
Sunday after S~nday an old Model T Ford rattled up to the
doors of the church, sometimes making several trips and each
time loaded with small children. This Ford continued to bring
children ro the Sunday School from a distant community until
the old car literally wore itself out. However, the adults in
this more remote community of Johnson's Camp were not
being reached. A survey was made which revealed the urgent
"Especial progress has been made this year among the need of religious services. Then it was that the workers and
adolescent boys and girls. Boy Scout and Girl Scout programs pastor decided that extension work should be carried on here,
have been most helpful in this respect. Brownie programs for provided a building could be secured. The Missionaty Society
girls have proved of great value in work with primary groups. of the Epworth church came together and prayed that a way
Two groups of girls, most of whom work in the factories, might be opened. Immediately thereafter a Chtistian layman
have been coming to clubs for four years. This year another gave the use of a one·room store building and the work was
begun at Johnson Camp.
It has surely proven worth while. We bring
children and adults to Sunday school and Mis.
sionary Sociery who would not be in any church
at all. We have religious services there, as well
as a sewing school once each week. We have
.~., '.': .. "
also helped in the new and weaker churches in
the tural disttict. As a result we have organized
four Missionary Societies and two Epworth
Leagues, and there are yet fields untouched that
we expect to enter.
Since we have our new Ford car, furnished
by the Mississippi Conference, we are able to do
much more. Our people are as proud of the
car as we are.
Thus the Moore Community Center is a source
of blessing and inspiration not only to its im.
mediate community but is obeying the Master's
injunction by going out into the by.ways and
hedges and through beautiful service drawing
men, women and little children into its loving,
Rev. H. L. 'Daniels, pastor, and Rev. W. W. Moore, former pastor, Epworth
wholesome fellowship.
Church, and Deaconess Sallie EUis at Moore Community House
SEPTEMBER,
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Shao~Yeh's

Wedding
By MRS. MARGUERITE

HARMON BRa
Mrs. Marguerite Bro, with whom
we have become acquainted through
the columns of the Missionary
Voice, writes also for the Warld
Call, the Christian Century, the
Christian Herald, the Century
Magazine, er5he Outlook.., the
Parents' Magazine and numbers
of denominational magaZines.
UR introduction. to the Liu family came rhrough the
women folk. If we had tried ever so perseveringly
probably we would never have met them at all, for
there is a certain class of aristocratic old literati in our city
who have been quite above noticing the presence of foreiRn.
ers. But then, foreigners have been here for only thirty-five
years and are still a questionable innovation.
There was a feast at the home of Li Tai.tai, the wife of a
military official and a friend of mine. Among the guests was
a little lady called Liu Tai.tai who fascinated me by virtue of
the fact that she was the homeliest woman I have ever be.
held..Her face was the wrinkled stiff yellow of a dried lemon.
Only her eyes were alive; small eyes, black and dancing. I
learned afterward that she is an inveterate opium smoker;
but also, since her husband's death, she is the shrewd ad.
ministrator of the family estate. When it was time to go home
she came over to me ro ask politely in the Chinese idiom that
I "come play" with her. By chance I remembered the proper
formula and answered that I was quite overcome by the honor
but I should be delighted to come wish her peace. The politeness of the phtase pleased her and I felt the wakening of
genuine friendship in her parting words.
Soon afterwards I invited her with ten other .tai.tais to an
American dinner in our home. (A "tai.taj" is the first wife
of a distinguished man.) In deference to their station we
served a nine.course dinner, and with child-like interest the
genteel patricians tasted everything set before them. If they
chanced not to care for the taste of some of the queer foods,
they simply spit the mouthful under the table in true Chinese
fashion. Unfortunately, we had a rug instead of a dog unqer
our table, but after that dinner we removed' the rug in the
interest of Anglo.Chinese festivities.

O
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The party was a merry affair. With the queer eating im.
plements of the foreigners, the roly.poly foreign babies, the
foreign talking-machine and the "self.come water" which ran
from a faucet, there was plenty about which to laugh. I doubr
if all the mah-djong parties of the winter had furnished as
much unrestrained and spontaneous merriment. And that
dinner was the beginning of a cordial friendship between liu
Tai.tai and myself so that I was not surprised when she said
to me, "Next week my son is being married and I should be
happy to have you come to the wedding festivities."
. I accepted with alacrity for none of us had been to a wed.
ding among the Chinese "gentility" where the customs have
not been modified by any western influence. I sent gifts with
the proper formality and laid out my velvet gown. In silk I
should freeze for an unheated Chinese house in January is
colder than an igloo. A woolen dress would lack the respect
due the occasion but velvet is quite "proper" and may be
worn over two heavy suits of woolen underwear.
I was invited for eleven in the morning and the servanr
began to come after me at noon. I went at two o'cJock because I really wanted to be there when the bride arrived, but
I need Hot have moved so rapidly. The guests were there
but no sign nor thought of the bride. She had to come twenty
miles by sedan chair and a bridal procession takes time: When
I entered the big front gate I found the courtyard full of
musicians, soldiers and the servants of all the guests. The
front wall of the guest room was a sliding door affair and
had been removed.
To the right of this room was the bridal chamber. Liu
Tai.tai does her best to be "up.to.date;" she is naive and
wistful and very determined about it. The bridal bed was a
mammoth brass English poster which had been brought by
THE MISSIONARY VOICE
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, sailboat from Shanghai. Ir had the customary red satin canopy
and curtains and elaborate silken down comforts. Suspended
from the center of the canopy was an ornament of silk and
"jewels" and fringe. I had never been able to find out what
these ornaments are for, but that day Liu Tai.rai told me.
"Why, that is just to give the bride and groom something to
ralk about the first morning; it saves any embarrassing silence.
Don't you think it is a good idea?" I did think so. In fact
I thought it would take several "good ideas" to get one past
the horror of being married to a man one had never seen
before the wedding. But rhen my point of view is biased.
All about the room were chests of clothing and bedding
sent in from the bride's home. On the dressing tables and
chests of drawers were fancy little boxes and covered jars in
each one of which was supposed to be a bit of the bride's
handwork, such as a silk flower or bird or piece of fruit. Each
guest was privileged to take a sample as a souvenir. Peanuts,
dyed red and green, were everywhere; they denote good luck
and many sons. I wish I had kept track of how many times
my questions were answered by the phrase "that means m!lny
sons."
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The longing to be remembered in ancestor worship reaches
yearning fingers into all the Chinese customs. We walked
about the room and talked and toasted our hands and feet
over a large brass brazier of charcoal. Then the head servant,
breathless with importance, announced that the men guests
were ready to inspect the bridal chamber so all of us modest
females skurtled across the guest room to Liu Tai.tai's own
apartment.
Her room was another large, square affair full of tea tables
and chairs and her canopied bed. She begged our pardon
and sank down upon the bed while a servant came with a
tray prepared for opium smoking. The servant heated the bit
of opium, sruffed it into the pipe and gave it to Liu Tai.tai,
who lay back inhaling the smoke in long, hungry draughts.
After a few moments she rose and one of the guests took her
place. More than half the women were smoking cigarettes,
and everyone was nibbling at watermelon seeds and peanuts
and sipping tea. The poor lirtle rich women of China with
their inheritance of brains and ability and nothing to do! I
was immensely interested in the conversation.
Apparently women are the' same the world over. They
recited the cute sayings of their children and discussed the
high cost of living; then the latest styles in dress and whether
sleeves really are to be shorter this spring and silk braid pre.
ferred to metallic. Then the conversation wandered on to hair
dressing. One of the guests was having hers done over by a
servant and I was absorbed in watching the intricate twists
in the knot at the back of her head.
At last, about five 0' clock, we heard a mighty pounding
on the front gate. I thought the family would rush out to
welcome the bride. One would think so after waiting all day
for her. I asked the lady nearest me why the gates were not
opened immediately. She looked at me in amazement, "That
would look as though the groom's family were the ones eager
for this alliance when of course the bride is the honored one."
So the knocking continued.
Finally the gates were swung open and the red bridal chair
came in. At once the band began to play. That is, they said
it was playing but it did not sound like music to me. And
the firecrackers went off. Yards and yards of them had been
wound around fifteen-foot poles and they all went off to·
gether, sounding like a young battle. The bridal chair was
carried up in front of the guest room. Two women guests,
SEPTEMBER,
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with red cotton dresses over their silk garments, went our to
meet the chair. They waved lighted tapers over, around, and
under it before it was set on the ground in order to scare off
any evil spirits which might have come from the bride's
home. The chair was lowered and the front removed.
The poor little bride, who had ridden all day in that closed
chair wirhout the tiniest bit of a window through which she
might see, stepped out tremblingly.. She was a dainty little
figute all in bright red. Red is the color of happiness and
she wore a red satin coat and skirt, red hose and tiny red
slippers. Her feet were not bound, but all Chinese ladies
seem to have very small feet. On her head was an elaborate
head-dress of peacock feathers and jewels. The Chinese
WOmen said they had never seen one so lovely. The long
fringe covered her face.
The groom stepped up to meet" her. He is a tall lad, a
shade over six feet, and he was dressed in the conventional
long gray satin coat with the softest of curly white fur lining.
And he had an American felt hat which he proudly wore all
during the ceremony. So do the embellishments of one civil.
ization make inroads upon another and unconsciously the
"impact" of one culrure upon another becomes a faa. The
bride and groom kow-towed (bowed to the ground) to one
another. Then they advanced together and kow-towed to rhe
'family tablets, then to the groom's mother and his unclethe father being dead-and then to each guest present, rhe
name of the guest being called out as they bowed.
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WHEN I remembered the fact that the girl had had little
food for a month and probably none at all for two or
three days and had traveled so far in the cold, it seemed
quite an ordeal. Finally she was led into the bridal chamber
where she stood beside the bed. Her maid stood by her and
occasionally spoke to her in low tones. The fringe was thrown
back off her face and the guests were invited to look her over!
Just exactly that. Everyone came and looked at her, making
all sorts of comments. The more facetious the remarks rhe
more clever the guest.
I think it is not extravagant to say she is the prettiest girl
I had' seen in years. Her face is a delicate oval and her cheeks
are like wild roses. The Chinese have both kinds of com.
plexions but hers is real. She does not have slant eyes (half
the Chinese do not) but they are big and black and full of
light. Everyone talked about her, making comments on her
eyes and nose and ears and trying to make her laugh. A
bride may never laugh. If she did she would be so thick.
skinned that her patents-in-Iaw could send her home. And
everyone wished her a great many sons and grandsons. She
stood with her eyes cast down, except once when she looked
up at her old amah. We spoke to her as kindly as possible
and went on. What I wanted to do was pick her up and
carry her off for a moment's quiet and a little food. But we
went into another building and ate our feast, congratulating
Liu Tai-tai warmly and honestly, and came home.
All the day after the wedding I kept wondering why the
groom should not be in our school. I knew he had been
educated at home and if he were as intelligent as he looked
he should have the advantages of the best new-type school.
And I coveted him for the Christian community! So a few
days later I took one of the Bible women and went to call
on Liu Tai-tai. Diplomatically I suggested that Liu Shao.yeh
might like to widen his experience among a larget group of
(Continued on page 35)
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This group of women mct in Prague on Easter Monday in celebration of the
tenth anniversary of Mcthodism in Czcchoslovakia. On this occasion a
great forward stcp was taken by adding to their program missionary work
as carried on by the Woman's Missionary Council

Missions in Czechoslovakia
By MRS. JOSEPH PAUL BARTAK
ITH God's help there gathered in Prague twentytwo delegates out of thirty-one pastoral charges and
twenry-six missionary societies already organized,
and set in motion a larger program for our women. An allday meeting was held at which, after a season of devotion,
the speakers of the day brought us ringing and enthusiastic
speeches as follows: "Why carryon missionary work among
heathens?", "Why should women carry on missionary work?",
"Why should the women of the Methodist Church in Czechoslovakia take pan in missionary work?"
All of these questions were asked -and answered in a' way
to convince the most skeptical, and as a climax, in the late
afternoon, resolutions were unanimously adopted and we went
on record as asking for acceptance into the Council of Woman's Missionary Societies of the Methodist Episcopal Church,
South. It is our desire to make this new connection, not only
in word but in deed, and we hope our women may be able
to say, in accordance with the motto which we have selecred
for this our first convention, "She has done what she could."
The newly elected officers for the sociery are as follows:
Mrs. Emily Dobes, president; Mrs. Martha Vancura (at present in America on furlough), English secretary; Mrs. Antonie
Malac, Czech secretary; Mrs. Mary Nicek, treasurer.
A collection for missions was taken at this meeting and the
amount, nearly $5.00, together with some other funds held
in the Mission headquarters, which have been sent in for
missionary work at different times, will be sent by the treaslirer to the treasury of the Woman's Missionary Council. The
amount is in crowns 2,500, in dollars 75 or thereabout.
Hearty Christi~n greetings were sent from this first Conference of Wom~'s Missionary Societies in Czechoslovakia
to all of the sistei':workers throughout the Church in America
and the whole world. The women pray the Lord's richest
blessings upon them in their efforts to bring about the King-
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dom of God by helping to spread the Gospel to every land.
It is with joy that we have fallen in line with the great,
morally reviving, evangelistic and missionary' movement of
the Methodist Church and we have become partakers' of the
great blessing wherewith God has enriched this Church. Mosr
of us have come to our conversion through Methodist preachers. Along with us there are already over 10,000 souls claim.
ing allegiance to the Methodist Church in Czechoslovakia.
In thirty-one pastoral charges we have, according to the lasr
statistics, twenry-six organized Woman's Missionary Societies
with 463 members, and these sisters have collected 34,220.89
crowns ($1,026.62) for the local needs of the Church and
for Missions.
We are craving for the closest possible contact with the
Woman's Missionary Societies of our church in all cduntries,
and therefore we are organizing ourselves as a Conference·
Woman's Missionary Sociery and apply hereby for member.
ship in the world league of Woman's Missionary Societies of
our church, which finds its expression in the Woman's Mis.
sionary Council.
Although our beloved land has had such a glorious past,
nevertheless it has -suffered much from terrible persecutions
which followed the Thirry Years' war for a century and a
half, so that it is necessary to start the pioneer work of evan·
gelism, social service and missions all over again, and there.
fore we respectfully request the Woman's Missionary Council
to send and maintain in our land at least one or two mission.
aries for special service.
On behalf of the newly constituted Conference Woman's
Missionary Society,
Mrs. Emily Dobes, President.
Mrs. Antonie Malac, Czech Secretary.
Mrs. Martha Vancura, English Secretary.
Mrs. Mary Nicek, Treasurer.
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The Home and Race Relationships
(Continued from page 29)

and similar organizations in writing letters to the children of
India or sending dolls to Japan. Such contarts, while meager,
are not to be ignored. For many families, however, are possible contacts far more intimate and personal which should
be utilized to the fullest by Christian parents. For most in
the South these will be limited to the colored race. With
many of the older generation, these contacts were continued
over so long a period cf time that the servants became almost
members 'of the farnily, and between all concerned there was
developed a !,;"nuine affection which did not a little to improve the total situation.
Now that such long continued contacts of a highly personal
nature no longer exist as once they did, there is serious danger
that the whole situation may be seriously aggravated. There.
fore it is important that these values be conserved by taking
especial pains that the children in our homes shall learn to
.regard those of other races who now appear in a menial
capacity, as persons, and not merely as private conveniences.
For those who live near college campuses, there often exist
unusual opportunities to make such contacts. Every year hun.
rireds of students of other races, especially Orientals, come
to this country. These students long for friendships quite as
much as would we. Who can estimate how much a few
invitations to meals, to spend a pleasant evening, or a part
of the summer vacation in a fine Christian home will mean
to these srrangers in a strange land?
Who can estimate whar it may mean to America? For
these students are going back as leaders of their countries.
One universiry professor who often entertained a young

Chinese student in his home, journeyed to the Orient. There
he was sumptuously entertained ilf a large palace by his former
student, now one of the leading officials in the Chinese gov.
ernment. It is during their brief stay in this country that the
impressions of America and of the religion which the Americans profess will be formed. If these are formed mainly from
a reading of the daily papers, our reputation abroad will be
indeed unfortunate; America will be for them a land of mur.
ders, lynchings, marital infidelity and political corruption. If
to .this be added the personal humiliation of social ostracism
and racial arrogance; if these students find themselves ex.
c1uded from those normal social associations which all men
of all color alike crave, the results will be too horrible to
contemplate.
Already our missionaries are reporting that the most serious
opposition to their work in certain sections of the Orient is
from students who have been to Ametica. Only frequent and
worth.while contacts with our Christian homes can offset this
unsavory reputation which our lawlessness is giving us, and
the personal bitterness which must inevitably result when
social contacts are denied.
Like mercy, brotherhood blesses him who gives as well as
him who takes. If a brotherly attitude toward those of other
races is important for those of other races, it is still more
important for us. It is in providing those intimate personal
contacts out of which alone can come the highest rypes of
personal relationships and spiritual attitudes that the home
can render its unique and one of its greatest and most im.
portant contributions to America and to the world.

Liu Shao "Yeh's Wedding
(Continued from page 33)

boys by coming to our school. I need not have been so round.
about for Liu Tai.tai jumped at the idea.
The Lis, she said, have a boy in the foreign school at
Wuhu, and the Tzens have a son in Shanghai and what was
good enough for them was none too good for the Lius, so
Shao.yeh should register at once. I was glad. We need the
good brains and influence of boys with such heritage and
position of leadership as Liu Shao.yeh's. Sometimes I think
we have put a disproportionate amount of time upon the
beggars. They are so pitiful and we are so proud that the
gospel is for the poor. But the rich are just as blind and just
. as needy, and usually better material from which to build the
kingdom of heaven in China.
A few days later I happened to be in the school office when
Liu Shao.yeh came to register. He answered the proper ques.
tions and paid his tuition money. Then Mr. Wei, the assist.
ant principal, said to him, "Now you may go into the ad.
joining room and take your physical examination."
"I do not care for the examination," said the boy, starting
to leave.
. So Mr. Wei carefully explained the advantages of a lung
test and the care of the eyes against trachoma. But the lad
answered quite frankly that he thought the condition of his
health was no one's business and he did not intend to take
the examinarion. 1 doubt if ever in his life he had done any.
SEPTEMBER,
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thing he did not care to do. After some discussion the foreign
principal stepped up to him. "The physical examination is
our custom," he said simply.
Liu Shao.yeh bowed and walked quickly into the adjoining
room. One may argue about the value of a course of action;
one may break a law; but from custom there is no recourse.
For custom is custom and the one unanswerable argument.
One afternoon shortly after school opened I chanced to pass
the athletic field. There in the dirt by the gate, thrown in a
heap with the other boys' plain blue coats was the gorgeous
gray satin of Liu Shao-yeh's-the coat I had almost envied in
spite of the Ten Commandments. He was playing soccer.
And the next time 1 saw him 1 noticed that the long finger
nails, which denoted his freedom from manual labor, had
gone the way of all vanities. He was lost in the fascinating
business of becoming modern through a constructive social
process.
Before the first week was over the younger brother of Liu
Shao.yeh had also come into the boys' school, and the ne}""f
day the two cousins from the ancestral home in the country.
Our amazement was complete when his sistet registered in
the girls' school. At the beginning of the seGond week 1 was
teaching a class in the boys' school when the gardener came
excitedly to the door. He informed me that Liu Tai.tai was
at our house and evidently in great distress. So urgent' was
[419 }
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he that I immediately dismissed the class and hurried home. Shao.yeh's reproachful comments. Also, she confided halt.
There in the guest room was the little lady, but she had , ingly, she had decided to take the opium cure. I hope her
not tasted the foreign cakes of which she was so fond, nor courage holds out, but it is a terrible ordeal and there will br.
the Montgomery Ward gum drops, nor had she drunk her many to teIl her tales of those who have died in the attempt.
tea. And quite evidently she had been weeping. I tried to
If Shao.yeh were a poor boy I would have high hope of his
make polite conversation but she burst our vehemently, "Ba being a piIlar in the Christian communiry. He has entered
Sz.mu, I sent Liu Shao.yeh to your school and then he insisted the extra.curricular Bible classes of his own accord; he is
that his brother must go, so I sent him. And his two cousins keenly interested in. country deputation trips; he is one of the
from the wei.dz. And then his sister when never before has committee to plan the Daily Vacation Bible Schools and he
a woman of the Liu family gone outside her home for in. is tireless in promoting the popular education classes. He has
struction. But now-now-what do you think?" Here she casted the joy of service and is drinking deeply from foun.
burst into tears. "Now he wants his wife to go to school." tains of living water of whose existence he was ignorant a
I could not conceal my pleasure, And the luck that we year ago. But in China ~rily it is harder for a rich man to
should have one of the few schools in all China where a enter the kingdom than for a camel to go through the needle's
married woman may go to study! A sc4001 for just such girls eye. There is so much of gambling and opium smoking and
who have had no chance for education but have married these concubinage at home to undermine the staunchest ambition.
fine, modern boys. I told Liu Tai-tai about the school, but
Most of the very rich boys faIl back into the easy paths
she could not be interested. She said she had waited seven. of their pampered ways. But there are exceptions. Some of
teen years for a daughter.in.law who would gamble with her the finest leaders of the, Christian church in China at the
in the mornings when the concubines were cranky and there present time are from the families of the wealthy, and they
was nothing else to do, and she certainly would not send her are leaders indeed. It is this miracle that we pray for Liu
to school. Nor did she. Not then.
Shao.yeh and his bride. The spirit of him who blessed the
But in the summer when school closed sh'e came to teIl marriage feast in Canaan is blessing many marriages in young
me that she had decided to let the girl go to school for the China. The hand held out to the Rich Young Ruler is stilI
simple reason that it was easier to let her go than to have held out for such as Liu Shao.yeh.

Mrs. Mary Lipscomb Hargrove
T IS with real sorrow that we record in this issue of the
Missionary Voice the death of Mrs. Mary Lipscomb Har.
grove, who was for twenry.one years the Bible teacher in
Scarritt Bible and Training School, Kansas Ciry, Mo. Her
death was to her a glorious release, an entrance into her
Father's House. Mrs. Hargrove was nearing her sevenry.fifth
birthday and had had the joy of long years of effective service
for she continued her profession of Bible teaching until within
a few months of her death. She realized that her long period
of service for her Master had ended and longed for release
from this earth. Her last illness had continued for only a few
weeks and her passing was peaceful. She died in the home
of her only son, WiIliam Hargrove, who is serving as a Meth-

I

odist pastor at Linn, Mo. She was buried by the side of her
daughter, Talulu, in Elmwood Cemetery, Kansas Ciry, Mo.
The funeral services were held in Central Methodist Church
with large numbers of her friends and fprmer pupils present.
In the June issue of the Missionary Voice there is a delightful story of Mrs. Hargrove written. by her loving friend, Mrs.
Harriett B. Stuart. This issue of the Voice with its, story of
her and its Scarritt College features gave Mrs. Hargrove great
joy arid we feel much gratification that she herself was able
to receive this appreciation ,before her death.
Many, many friends and hundreds of. pupils upon whom
Mrs. Hargrove has left a strong and lasting impress will be
grieved at the news of her passing.

College Education for Korean Women
(Continued from page 17)

upkeep until the present. The location is two and a half miles byterian Mission has also voted to co.operate in the. w~rk of
west of Seoul and five minutes' walk from the first station on the college and the United Church of Canada has mdlCated
the main line of the' railroad. It is only ten minutes' walk .that it may also unite in this work. It is truly a !Inion colZege,
from the Chosen Christian College, making practicable very for it serves a constituency from all over Korea, training the·
close co.operation between these colleges. Recently Mrs. Gray leaders for every mission. This spring the entering class came
has added $25,000 for roads, water.system, etc., making a total from twenry-two different high schools, both Christi~n and
of $55,000 from this friend, whose interest is not prompted non.Christian.
.
by denominational c0r:tnections, but by the realization of what
In addition to that which the m.ission boards will ?o, p~ac.
a college means to Korean women.
tically $100,000 have been subscnbed, the largest gIft bemg
In February, 1930, a campaign was begun for $450,000 for $50,000 from Mrs. Henry Pfeiffer of New York. The Koreans
all the buildings needed to house the college on the new site. in the United States are giving very generously to the fun.d
The Woman's Foreign Missionary SoCiery of the Methodist and aiding in every way. We believe that by the end of thIS
Episcopal Church expects to contribute $40,000 for one build. year the goal will be attained, for God is he1pin~ us to make
ing and it is hoped that the Woman's Missionary Council will the connections between this marv~lo~s opportuntry and .those
also give a building. There is hope that the United Church who are glad to have a share in bnngmg the abundant hfe to
of Canada will join in the work soon. The Australian Pres. Korean womanhood.
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Methods of Approach to Others Who 'Need Christ
By BERTHA CONDE
~E

pressure of modern life is greater than in any other
Therefore the appeal to others must be
.
based upon the principles of life that will make people
able to cope with it. Everyone is affected not alone by his
focal environment but by the conflicting thoughts and ways
of the whole world. Science has opened up untold mysteries
in he"aven and earth and we can do infinitely more rhan our
forbears ever dreamed a human being could achieve. Ir puts
a fearful strain on our nervous system which is no stronger
than it ever was: and our minds are baffled by the conflicting
pulls of desire and the lure of new experience. We understand the laws of nature and the sciences, but we are still babes
in understanding the way of life that gives us power to live
victoriously in this distracting world.
There is only one personality that is equal to it all and
that is Jesus Christ. He is the visible expression of all the
laws of personality rhar conquers our environment. He is
our hope and the only One who can rescue rhe overwrought
minds of men and women roday. Jesus said, "The kingdom
of God is within you." This means that if we are ready to
listen, He will speak to us with an inner voice that will lead
us into the path of power and joyous wisdom. If we begin
to share rhe reality of this experience wirh the voice of the
indwelling Christ, people will listen wirh eagerness because
they are nearer breaking under the strain of living now than
ever before. To know the secret of a conquering life is what
people want. Have you a real secret to share?
Another method of approach to people roday is related to
their longing to know the real meaning of life. What's ir all
about? What of the future? Here again Jesus is our one hope.
He tells us that our years here are a preparation for the
spacious life beyond. We are in eternity now and this earth
is a school for the growth of our spirit until it dominates our
mind and body and relationships and can follow Christ into
the life to come. How stupid we are to blunder along all
alone inst~ad of making Christ our friend and teacher for all
life! "I am come that you may have life and have it abundantly," He said. Who wants to miss the greatest chance to
be a conquering human being! If we show others what Jesus
has taught us, they toO will want to learn of Him. His truth
does give us real freedom. We are so made that our inner
life is full of loneliness. Long ago the poet sang,
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"There is a mystery in human heam
And though we are encircled by a host of those
Who love us well and are beloved,
To everyone of us from time to time there comes
A sense of utter loneliness. Our dearest friend
Is stranger to our gr}ef, and cannot comprehend our
bitterness.
Such is the cry of each of us in turn; we wander
In a solitary way no matter what or where our lot
May be: each heart mysterious even to itself
Must live its inner life in solitude."
SEPTEMBER,
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The reason for this is that our conscious life reaches out
into the superconscious realm where God is. He breathed into
us His life and only a conscious contact with Him will take
away the loneliness. We know what God is like when we
look into the face of Jesus Christ and we may have His pres.
ence with us ever bringing joy and peace. "Apart from Me
ye can do nothing," said Jesus, and no amount of distraction
and social pleasures can fill the emptiness within if we do
not have contact with our Christ. Share with others your
radiant experience with the perfect Comrade, Christ, who
never leaves you, and people will long for the same companionship.
Were you ever confused by conflicting claims and longing
for wisdom to make the best decision? The joy of turning co
Jesus for guidance in everything is a continuous inspiration
because of the insight that comes to our heart through what
He brings to our remembrance. He knows the best path for
us and what will bring our highest development. So often
we run after what we see others are pursuing when these
things are not for us because we have different powers and
were sent here for a different purpose. God alone can give
us this wisdom, and will, if we turn to Him for it. Insight
means success and growth in power for creative living. If
we show others what the inner voice of the Christ can inspire
us to do, they too will want that divine wisdom.
We can show others too how Christ can free them from
the weight of their limitations and baffied ideals. Everyone
carries a burden of failure and realizes that he lives far below
the ideal in his heart. It is a load that depresses us and the
sense that we have missed the mark and fallen below our
best haunts us day and night. Jesus alone can understand
this and free us from this depression and give us the power
to realize our ideals. There is hope for everyone who brings
his mistakes and blunders to Christ and talks them out with
Him. The freedom and liberty that comes to a discouraged
soul through a sense of forgiveness is so real that many would
come co Christ gladly if they could find this true. Many sick
and nervously overwrought people would be well at once if
this gnawing sense of failure could be cured. "Come unto Me
all you who are heavy laden and I will give you rest," said
Jesus. If this is a real experience in our life, we will find
others longing for it coo.
If all these experiences are real for us we shall have no
trouble in making contacts with those who need Jesus Christ.
A real magnetic ray of light will radiate from our personality
and those who are in darkness will feel it and want it too.
We shall have to be honest in being willing co share our
experience with them and show them how we gained this
freedom. We must be contagious cases of spiritual reality
and then people will follow us as they followed Jesus to
learn the secret of living. Let us ask God to give us a real
experience with His inner voice within us and help us co make
a COntact of spirit not only with Him but with others who
need Him.
[421 }
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THY KINGDOM COME
"'The Kingdom of Heaven Is Li~e Unto Leaven, Which a Woman 'T oo~
In Thirty Hotels Prohibition
Not a Problem
IR EDWARD SHARP, a distinguished business man of
Maidstone, England, spent several weeks in the United
States recently, traveling across the Continent twice, but
never, with a single exception, was he offered intoxicating
drink, and the exception, he says, was when a Canadian bank
manager passed him his whisky flask surreptitiously in the train.
"During our tour we sojourned at nearly thirty hotels, and
never once came upon Prohibition as a problem. We would
not go so far as to suggest that alcoholic drink could not be
obtained anywhere along our journey; what we contend is
that to the ordinary traveler it is not available, unless he is
prepared to play l~w tricks, and to pay high prices, as well
as to run the risk of injuring the reputation of the hotel
proprietors with whom he stays. One of the 'things that impress~d us greatly was the way in which the hotels were
trying to aid Prohibition administrators. Conspicuous in many
hotels were politely-worded notices soliciting the co.operation
of the guests in keeping the law. * * *
"During our travels throughout the States we heard many
ptotests against what was regarded as the unfriendly attitude
of the English people to America in its difficult task of enforcing the Prohibition Act. 'It is impossible to be a supporter of the bootlegger and a friend of the United States at
the same time,' said a Chicago business man to us. And a
Boston stock broker was even more stern in his rebuke. 'It
has long been the proud boast of Britain and America,' he
said, 'that along the 3,000 miles of frontiers between Canada
and the States there is neither fort nor soldier; but I believe
it would be better for America if she kept a whole battalion
of sharp-shooters along the frontier, so that she could run her
country in her own way, without constant interference from
Canada.' The reference was, of course, to the smuggling of
strong drink into America over the Canadian boundaty, which
it is so difficult for the United States to prevent."

S
.

We Salute You, Brave Confrere!

ceased to be apologetic. The wet press has grown more
blatant. And with the nomination of Dwight W. Morrow to
the United States Senate, the wets boast-as they have not
been able to boast before-that they have found distinguished
and respectable leadership for the movement to reestablish
the regulated liquor traffic. * * *
"It is with a confidence born of these facts that the liquor
forces of the nation face the elections of next November. * * *
"Christian Herald accepts that challenge. This magazine has
fought consistently and hard for the outlawry of the liquor
traffic. It proposes, now, to fight harder and more consistently
than at any time in the long history of its relationship to the
dry movement. This issue of July 5th sees the inauguration of
that fight with a definite editorial campaign. Each succeeding
issue, up to the very moment of election, will carry it forward."

The Mission Personnel
HE following statement from the Stlldent Volllnteer BII/.
letin is interesting:
"While the number of new missionaries sailing in 1929 was
a 24% increase over that for 1928, and 48% over the number
for 1927-a trend in the right direction-this gain does not
offset the yearly loss due to retirement, ill health or death.' It
is estimated that the mission boards of North America need
to send out approximately 1,000 new missionaries annually to
maintain the present staffs.
"Thirty per cent of the number sailing in 1929 are men,
18% are married women and 52% are single women. Sh...teen
per cent completed seminary training, 10% were physicians
and surgeons, and 9% nurses. Nineteen per cent are going out
from Bible or Missionary Training Schools, some of these are
also college or university graduates, and 46% have had college
or university training plus some experience. Only 7% went ro
the field under a short-term appointment. It is interesting to
note that the average age of these new missionaries is a little
over twenty-eight years-actually four-tenths of a year older
than those sailing in 1928, revealing that the Boards, for the
most part, are accepting those with more training and experience."
.

T

IN ITS issue of July 5th, the Christian Herald delivers a
broadside of two whole pages, one an editorial page at
China Calling 'for Missionaries
that, against the growing and increasingly blatant opposition
HE Canton Missionary Conference, representing mission.
to the Eighteenth Amendment:
.
aries
belonging to American, British and German Missions,.
"Unquestionably, the wet forces in the United States, at the
was
addressed
by Dr. C. Y. Cheng, Moderator of the Church
present moment, are better organized, better led and more
lavishly financed than at any time since the Eighteenth 'of Christ in China and Gene~al Secretary of the National Chris~
Amendment was adopted. The Association Against the Pro- tian Council of China, on "The Forward-Looking Church."
hibition Amendment, and allied groups, have laid with great Dr. Cheng especially requested the missionaries to make articucare and at great expense the foundations for a wet political late the voice of the Chinese Church in seeking for more mis·
machine that reaches into every community of the nation. For sionary helpers. The Conference, therefore, adopted the followthe first time the diverse company of those who hate pro- ing resolution:
"That we, as a Missionary Conference, appeal to our home
hibition, and are determined that the United States shall turn
back to liquor regulation, have a common organization in constituencies and to the youth of our homelands for the conwhich they can stand together and a common treasury into tinued and increased co.operative support of the Christian
Movement in China~
which they can pour their contributions.
"The call from China is for !TIen and women who are willing
"The results of this unity are apparent from one end of
the country to the other. The spokesmen for liquor have CO work with the Chinese as fellow workers. They should be

T
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men and women of large vision and spirirual power. The prob.
lems that will confront them may be great, but the challenge
is to the big, brave souls who wish to make a contribution to
the greatest potential Christian advenrure of today, and them.
selves to grow, by varied experiences, into spirirual greatness."

Dr. Butterfield Praises Missionaries
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DR. KENYON 1. BUTTERFIELD, former president of the
Massachusetts Agriculrural College and also of the Mich.
igan State Agriculrural College, has been in India for some
months srudying the problems of rural education and preparing
recommendations for the fu'rure. He recently made a comment
concerning the current criticism of missionaries, which for
directness and timeliness can hardly be surpassed. As quoted
by the review of the National Christian Council of India,
he said:
"If the Europeans and Americans who criticize the mission.
aries would give one-thousandth part of the time which mis.
sionaties give to solid thinking about the welfare of the people
of India, would give one.hundredth of the time that mission.
aries give to 'work for the benefit of these people, and would
g~ve one.tenth of the money which missionaries sacrifice for
the country, then these critics would have some claim to speak
and be listened to with respect. All this does not mean that
missionaries or missions are above criticism. It simply means
that I have the greatest admiration for the devotion, the
earnestness, and the intelligence of the missionaries in India."

Two Million Tracts Right Out of Nashville
,.
I

j
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HE Department of Tracts of the Methodist Publishing
House has proven a godsend to thousands of preachets
and workers in our Church. This bureau, under the able
directIon of Rev. John Durrett, has sent out in the past four
years nearly two million of these lit;tle booklets. They have
been mailed absolutely free of charge.
At the present time there are about sixty of these tracts,
and the number is constantly increasing. They treat of the
. history, polity and doctrine of the Church, as well as financing
and stewardship. They are of uniform size and many pastors
have found it convenient to file them in some handy corner
where they may be referred to upon occasion.

Shall We Continue to Send Money?
LANS are now maruring for a field study of financial aid
Pgiven
by the older churches of the West to the younger
churches of the mission field. The purpose of this srudy is
to attempt to compare and evaluate the policies and methods
used by several foreign mission boards in giving financial aid
to the younger churches in certain mission fields with a view
to finding out where these policies and methods have resulted
in marked success or failure and the reason for these results.
For the p.resent the srudy will be limited to Mexico, Japan
and the Belgian Congo. It is hoped that the srudy will be
under way by fall.
The project will be carried on under the auspices of the
Internarional Missionary Council and will be directly in charge
SEPTEMBER,
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of the officers. As the missions in the countries selected are
almost entirely Notth American, the officers invited the Committee of Reference and Counsel to appoint a Consultative
Committee to work with them on the srudy. The suggestion
received the whole-hearted support of the Committee of Reference and Counsel.
'
Four members of the Consultative Committee have been
appointed by the Research Committee and four by the Com.
mittee on Missions and Government. To these were added
four members with especial knowledge of and interest in
Mexico, who were appointed by the Committee on Co-operation in Latin America.
This srudy will be considered as preliminary to a far.
reaching inquiry into the use of foreign money in the upbuilding of the church on the mission field. The technique
will be worked out with the expert advice of the staff of the
Instirute of Social and Religious Research.

Right Here in the South

.N. Manufacrurers,
THE convention of the National Association of Cotton
April 30, 1930, Eben E. Whitman, vice.
president of the William Whitman Company, which has mills
in both northern and southern states, declared that "the time
has arrived when somebody's feelings have probably got to
be hurt in the process of placing ourselves in a position where
we can go ahead.
"Every vitally destructive force that is bearing down upon
us, if traced to its source, leads directly to the industrial ex·
ploitation of women and children in our mills. There should
be no place for such a practice in our industrial system.
"There are no laws in the southern states which prohibit
women and children from working at night. . . . . Many
Southern mills which have always been opposed to the policy
of night operation were forced to adopt it to save themselves.
The resulr is that our markets are so over.supplied that no
section of the industry is prospering, and the furure of every
section is imperiled."
Me. Whitman suggested that the mill owners pledge themselves to discontinue the employment of women and minors
in night work four months after notice shall have been given
by the Textile Instirute that 76 per cent of the owners have
signed an agreement to that effect. His plan was endorsed
by Donald Comer, president of the Avondale Mills, Birmingham, Alabama.
George Sloan, president of the Cotton.Textile Instirute,
announced that mills North and South with a productive
capacity of 22,000,000 spindles had responded favorably to
its recommendation that they establish a 55.hour week for
day work and a 50-hour week for night work. He character.
ized this action as the most significant accomplishment of the
industry in many years.
We ought not to hurt people's feelings but it is better to
hurt somebody's feelings than to hurt other people's bodies
and homes and lives. We must be kindly and fair but we
must be brave and thorough and Christian. It cannot be done
in a day but it can be done, and where is there a better chance
than in the good old "Bible Belt" of the South?
[423 }
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"Let Me 'Tell You A Good Story"
Rev. H. P. An~er tells the story of G~arli, Kimbulu. It is the story of how Jesus
finds a slave boy in dar~est Africa, reveals his gospel to him, and ma~es
of him a preacher and a strong leader among his people
DECENTLY we have been
Jesus, and also that He wanted to
~ holding revival meetings ac
have me tell others about the GosWembo Nyama's village. I
pel, and that for these reasons He
have never been more confirmed in
spared my life that day.
my views on the absolute helpless"Then when I finished mY'work
ness of anything human in bringing
for the Government, I went back co
these people to Christ.
visit my home village where I was
The power of the gospel is strikborn. There the people asked me
ingly demonstrated in the life story
to stay and live with them in th~
of Kimbulu. He knows Jesus and
place of my father. But I told them
walks with him constantly. I love
I did not desire to stay there, but
and respect him as much as almosr
would go where there were whice
any white man I know, and I would
people. So I went to live in Chief
cravel a long way to see him and be
Wembo Nyama's village. I lived
with him, if I were to be separated
there two years with my two wives.
from him for several years. The
"When the Mission came to Wemstory is his testimony, and no one
bo Nyama's country, Mr. Stockwell
..,
suggested to him what to write.
invited me to work for him. Ac
Nothing Kimbulu has written is an
first I did not agree to do this, but
Charlie Kimbulu, head of native
exaggeration.
after he called me a second time, I
evangelists in the Congo, first African
to be ordained deacon in our Church,
I am sending you a picture of
went and he gave me work as a
his wife, Kisa, and Bishop Cannon
Kimbulu, his wife, Kisa, and Bishop
carpenter on the Mission. I was
Cannon. We had a four-day Misstill living with my two wives at
sion meeting, into which Bishop Cannon crowded a great that time. Later I was asked to give up polygamy. I did not
amount of energy, work, planning, and love. Somehow, want to do this, and decided to move away from the Mission
whether it's the weather or the natives, the Bishop loves to and back to Chief Wembo Nyama's village. I went to confer
be here with us, and we do certainly love to have him. He with one of the Belgian officials, and he advised me to go to
deals with every problem tactfully and kindly. It takes time live wherever I wanted to go. So I started out to build a house
to learn the situation here, and Bishop Cannon has it well in in Wembo Nyama's village, and lived there several months.
mind and in heart.
"One night I heard a voice speaking to me. I asked my
wife if she, too, heard the words. I heard someone tell me,
WHEN I was a small boy in my home village, I never 'If you do· not accept Jesus you will die in your sins and be
heard the 'Good News' of God and His Son, Jesus lost forever.' From that- day on, I have thought that God was
Christ. I lived in darkness, the darkness of Satan. I did not . dealing with me then and calling me. The next morning I
know God and Jesus and the Holy Spirit. Then one day went to Mr. Anker and told him that I wanted to give up
Ngongo Opetshi, a cruel slave raider of the early day when one of my wives and come back to the Mission. I told him.
the Arabs were here. in power, came to our part of the coun- that I wanted her to go far away, back to her father's country,
try, fought against our people, seized me, and carried me off. so that at another day I would not be tempted to go back to
For nearly two years I was in his hands. Then white men of her. I asked him to give me a man' to go with her to her
the Belgian Government came and fought against the Arabs father and take her back to her country, which is near Kindu.
and their followers and killed Ngongo Opetshi. These white This he agreed to do, and he gave me a man for this journey.
men took me, carried me far away to another section of the
"At a later time Mr. Bush baptized me. Again later, Mr.
country, called Nyangwe (farthest point north reached by Reeve asked me to try and preach and tell God's Word to
Livingstone in his African travels). There I worked for Gov- others. God's Spirit helped me to do this and to give up all
ernment officials for three years. There I knew nothing about other interests for the work of Jesus.
God and Jesus, living only in sin.
"In all these events, I gave Mr. Anker the most thanks fo:
"Afterwards Government men took me to another place having helped me to accept Jesus. He has helped me to becalled Mambundu, where I worked for three months. They lieve in God. I have made God this promise: that I will
sent me from there to a place called Dikali, where I worked follow Jesus Christ all the way, through times of sorrow and
for the Government ten years. At that place I did much that through times of persecution when evil people would hate
was evil; robbed people of their possessions, frequently beat- me. They hated Jesus, and some still hate Him now, and
ing them; and harmed many of them in various ways, so that therefore those who would follow Jesus will oftentimes be
at one time they wanted to kill me. One day while passing hated also.
"But I rejoice that Jesus saw me, sought me, and showed
through a dense forest they threw a spear at me which nearly
killed me. I believe that God wanted me to know about me the way."
40
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Our Out--Going Missionaries
HE roco of rhis issue, pages 21-28, carries rhe picrures Nashville, than which there is probably no liner training insriof our out-going missionaries. Ir will be surprising co rution on this continent.
the Missionary Committee, no doubr, and to others who
The candidate must pass with the recrumng Secrerary and
read these pages, co learn thar forry-five missionaries have before the Committee very rigid tesrs. For one thing, he must
gone out this year to the various fields at home and abroad. pass as rigid a physical examination as if he were a candidate
Of rhese about one-half, counting wives, are missionaries of for service with the Army or Navy. If he is a teacher, he
the Board of Missions, General \'(fork. This does not count must get his baccalaureate degree in one of the colleges and
rhe children in the group, who, in a sense not usually appre- then srudy Education for at least a year in an M. A. course.
ciated;are really missionaries. We wish the Missionary Com- If he is to preach, he must get his baccalaureate degree in
mittee might spend the time of one meeting with rhis roto college and then srudy for at least twO years further in one
section, looking at these pictures, seeing what sections the of our theological seminaries. As a rule, he takes the threemissionaries are from, how well trained they are, and to what year post-graduate in his B. D.
fields rhey are going.
Most important of all, the candidate for missionary service
There is norhing the missionary appreciares more rhan his must give evidence of'a sound faith, a real religious experience
contact with the local congregation, and probably nothing so and a deeply devoted life. This qualification has always been
required, bur perhaps was never
encourages him as to know that
so
essential as at this moment.
some particular congregation is
The missionary is called to do the
interested in him and his family.
difficult-the impossible thing,
A missionary committee might
FOR THE MISSIONARY COMMITTEE
not once or twice-his whole life
effect rhis living link contact for
October Mee/ing
is to be lived upon the plane of
almost any congregation.
J. Q. To what countries do our missionaries go?
the unnarural-the supernarural,
These missionaries, although
A. China, Japan, Korea, ManChuria,' Mexico.
and
he is undone if he lacks the
very young, many of them, come
Cuba, Brazil, Belgium, Czechoslovakia,
enduement for service that is a
Poland, Africa, and into the home mission
up from a good long way. Most
zones of America.
profoundly religious thing.
of them begin in the Sunday
2. Q. What do our missionaries do?
Nothing is so popular with a
School-yes, most of them. Mr.
A. They preach, teach, and as physicians, surcongregation
as a missionary,
Fennell Turner, who was for a
geons and nurses, minister to the sick.
is
his
wife and little
unless
it
long time Secretary 'of the Stu3. Q. \'Vhat qualifications are required?
A.
See
statement
above.
children.
Already,
probably, most
dent Volunteer Movement, has
4.
Q.
Where
do
the!,
come
from?
of
these
young
missionaries
have
made extensive investigation, and
A. Our of the universities, colleges, Sunday
been assigned to individuals or
is authoriry for the statement that
Schools, Epworth Leagues and Chris/ian
churches.
The missionary will
with the great majority of our
homes.
hear from the pastor, will learn
5. Q. What salaries are paid our missionaries?
missionaries the impression toA. From $1,500 to $1,900 for married missionrhat his name is printed on the
ward missionary service begins in
aries; from $900 to $ 1,200 for single.
congregation's
bulletin, that he is
the Sunday School and the home.
There is a child allowance for married mis·
the
congregation's
pastor abroad,
For a long time it has been a
sionaries, from $150 to $325, according [0
that the congregation pray for
well understood fact that the
the age of the child, and there are small
him each Sabbath and often, and
increases for years of service.
large majority of our mission6.
Q.
How
man!'
missionaries
have
we?
that
when he returns home, their
aries get their further training in
A. Nearl!, 500, including wives, for General
homes
and hearts will be open
the Epworth League. We touch
Department and Woman's Department.
to welcome him.
them again in the colleges, and
7. Q. Can a church support its own missionary'
We remind you that these
our final work with them is done
A. Nearly all of our missionaries are supported
young people go out to remain
by individual congregations.
in the universities, Emory Uni8. Q. What advantage is there in this living link)
on their first term for five years.
versity, Southern Methodist UniA.
Discuss
as
above.
After that they serve for seven
versity and Duke, Each year the
9. Q. What might the Committee do for our
years before they return.
Secretaries of the Board visit
missionaries?
Surely they need-well, they
these instirutions and hold a day
A. (1) The Committee might especially reneed money to support them,
member these young missionaries now
or two days meeting with the
sailing in their prayer; (2) mention the
uuly, but just as much as our
students especially for recruiting
fact of their sailing before the congregamoney do they need our thought,
purposes. From year to year contion and ask prayer in their behalf; (3)
our
love and sympathy and our
versations are had with these
quietly develop interest in a plan for the
earnest prayer.
young preachers until the volunsupport of a mission'ary; (4) familiarize
Forry-five young people sail.
themselves
with
the
names
and
faces
of
the
teer passes into the candidate and
new
missionaries
by
referring
to
pages
ing
the seas to many ports, bethe application of the candidate
22·27 of this number of the VOICE for the
sides
rhe precious children that
goes rd the Candidate Commitmissionaries of the General Department,
go
along
as emblem at heart
tee of the Board at Nashville.
and to pages 25-26 of the June issue for
beat of Christian homes our misthe missionaries of the Woman's DepartThe missionaries of the Womsionaries
go to make. Blessings
ment.
an's Department are trained for
upon
you
brave hearts!
the most part ~n Scarrirt College,
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'The Golden Rule
By ALBERT E. BARNETT
Matthew 7: 1'12; L1,~e 6: 43'-19; 13 :23'27

1\ YOUNG lawyer had drawn up a contract. With pride
.Ll.. and satisfaction he submitted it for examination to
an older attorney for whose wisdom and experience
he had great respect. After a careful reading of the document,
the older counselor instead of commending him for his
shrewdness commented, "That's a great contract, John. It is
most skillfully drawn. But, John, you have forgotten the
other fellow. No contract is sound which neglects the rights
or the equities of any party to it."
Jesus constantly tried to make men intelligently and sympathetically mindful of "the other fellow." The passage ordinariIy known as the Golden Rule is a summary of what Jesus
has to say on the right treatment of others.
"Rule" as applied to any phase of Jesus' teaching is a misnomer. He preferred to suggest angles of approach rather
than to issue commands. He distinctly avoided becoming a
"new Moses," desiring to supplanc legalistic religion with a
religion of spiritual freedom and moral creativeness. Instead
of attempting to direct human action he developed essential
viewpoints from which specific situations might be analyzed
and on the basis of which appropriate courses of conduct
might be determined. In this way he made Christian morality
both free and progressive.
The principles thar should determine a man's relationship
to his fellows are: (1) He should regard evety other man
and all honest effort with sympathetic appreciation, and (2)
his judgment and action should be regulated by complete
impartiality of regard.

Sympathetic Appreciation
N MATTHEW 7:15 men are enjoined to form estimates
of their fellows "by their ftuits." Jesus himself was constantly evaluating human life and effort, and yet in Matthew
7:1 he gives the warning admonition, "Judge not." There is
a discriminating distinction here that involves the difference
between prophetic insight and arid cynicism. Criticism that
is called forth by a desire to help is the basis of all progress,
and Jesus practiced and encouraged it. Criticism that reflects
a lack of love and that proceeds from impatience and the
absence of appreciation is contradictory of the Christian spirit
and he condemned it.
A wounded soldier in a field hospital became disturbed
when he overheard a surgeon comment on the "beautiful
smb" that remained after the amputation· of a shattered limb.
He feared lest the doctor had become more interested in stubs
than in saved limbs.
Jesus found persons more interested in "motes" than in
eyes, and he disapproved of their attitude because it was not
redelJlptive. He himself took account of motes, but only in
the interest of good eyes.
David Grayson writes in The Friendly Road, c'A friend
always makes me more than I am, better than I am, bigger

I
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than I am. . . . Friendship is the gteatest thing in the world.
It is after all the only real thing in the world." Jesus is the
saviour of men because: he is humanity's truest friend. He
transforms and exalts men and women by calling out the best
that is in them. His approach to every life was controlled by
sympathetic appreciation.

,
I

I·

Impartiality of Regard
principle of imp.artiality of personal' regard is stated
T HIS
in a variety of ways in ancient and modern times. Its
first occurrence in Jewish literature is in the apocryphal book
of Tobit (4:15), "And what thou thyself hatest, do to no
man." 'In verse 207 of the Epistle of Aristeas, another apocryphal book written about a century later than Tobit, we read,
"The king said, 'What is the teaching of wisdom?' And the
other replied, 'As you wish that no evil should befall you,
but to be a partaker of all good things, so you should act on
the same principles towards your subjects .. .'.. The gteat
Jewish teacher Hillel, who lived shortly before Jesus' own
time is reported to have taught, "Judge not thy neighbor until
thou comest into his place." From the Greek teachers Socrates
and Aristotle come the similar assertions, "What you are
angered by when~you suffer from others, do not do to others,"
and "We ought to behave to our friends as we wish our
friends to behave to us."
These parallels serve to illustrate Jesus' agreement with the
best thought of antiquity, and the positive form of his own
statement brings out the superiority of the position he tak~s.
He aims at creativeness, not mere inhibition. He does not
desire that men merely refrain from hurtful action; he desires
that they be aggressively good and ther~by call forth from
others a corresponding goodness.
The ordinary human tendency is out of con~ormity with
this high position. It exalts the interests of self and an but
ignores the similar aspirations of others. The "Golden Rule"
requires that we "put ourselves in the place of another, to see
from the standpoint of. his purposes and values." Such a
principle supplies the only morally reliable and intellectually
.sound basis for right social adjusrment.

The Social Applicability of these Principles
In an address in the United States Senate in condemnation
of the "Yellow Dog Contract," Senator George W. Norris of
Nebraska is reported to have said in part, "I have here a
cartoon taken from a newspaper. It is the picture of a man
applying for a job. He is standing before the rich manufacturer. He is out of work. He wants to be able to support
himself and 'his family, and as he presents himself belore the
mahogany top table of the employer he is presented with a
yellow.dog contract. In·substance that contract says, 'I agree
not to organize for my own prote~tion.' What does he do? In
(Continued on page 43)
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The Missionary Society
Adult Pmgram···October
DEVOTION AL: "The Golden Rule," Matthew 7: 1.12; Luke
6:31, 37-42; 11:9·13.
MISSIONARY TOPICS: "The Home a$ a School of Interna.
tional Brotherhood" (leaflet); or "The Home and Race Rela.
tionships" (see page 14).

Senior Y Otmg People's Program..·October
See Program Suggestions for 1930.
TOPIC: The Gospel for Korea.
FOR DISCUSSION:
1. \Xlhat has the gospel of Christ done for Korea?
2. \Xlould it be worth while for a member of your group
to make a life investment in Korea? Why?
REFERENCES:
.Tbe j\;fissionary Voice, April and July, 1929.
Re.evaluation Report No.2, Literature Headquarters, 706
Church Street, Nashville. Price, ten cents.

The Week of Prayer and Self Denial
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The 1930 Week of Prayer and Self Denial will be celebrated November 9·15. The leaflet setting forth the specials
and helpful devotional material will be mailed to the confer.
ence superintendents the Jast week in September or eatlier if
possible.
The offering envelopes can be secured eatly in September.
These should be ordered by the auxiliaries from Literature
Headquatters, 706 Church Street, Nashville, Tenn.
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the trail of the Columbus discoveries; these contJuerors were
bold, courageous and daring and soon became heroes of can.
quest. Following shortly in their wake were the pirates and
buccaneers about whom we have always heard thrilling
stories that have made us marvel both at their daring and
wickedness.
Mr. Inman makes a very keen analysis of the motives which
made these eatly conquerors take such risks in the wilds of
unsubdued continents. Always, from Columbus on, it was for
added territory for the crown, conquests for the church and
personal gain.
By and by, in these latter days new conquerors appeared.
Representatives of the United States have penetrated everyone
of these islands. And what were the motives which led to
this new conquest? We ourselves are the new Conqllistadores.
Have we gone to them for added territory? On a mission of
mercy? Or for gain? Perhaps it may be all three. The deal.
ings of the United States with these little outlying nations IS
really the theme which the book develops. To be sure, the
needs of these beautiful islands are presented; also the vast
missionary possibilities which are a challenge to our' Christian
conscience.
Thete is also laid upon this Christian conscience a great
social responsibility.
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(Continued from page 42)

the mists that seem to surround him and that pervade the
atmosphere of the room he sees a picture. Dimly behind the
Trailing The Conquistadores
.
scenes in his mind's eye he Jooks into his own home. He
T,.,tiling the Conquistadores is the title under whic~ ~he sees the wife of his bosom standing there, holding to her
book for our fall mission study appears. It tells thnllmg shriveled breasts her babe, his child, and beside the pleading
stories and gives many interesting facts about some of our mother stands at her feet a little boy, the image of his father,
his son, grasping the tattered frag,
neighbors to the South-those on
ments
of the torn skirt of the
the islands which skirt the Carib.
mother and looking up into her
. bean Sea. The author of this book
face
through blinding tears, plead.
is Mr. Samuel Guy Inman, one
Can You Answer?
ing with that mother for bread.
who is an expett in things Latin.
1. What is meant by the term
When he sees that picture, what
American, He was at one time a
"Worker's Education?" Page 18.
does he do? What would you do,
missionary to one of the Latin.
2.
What
are
the
supporting
agencies
of
.
brothers? What would I do? I
American countries and has been
Ewha College, Seoul Korea? Page
know, and you know; and God
for a number of years secretaty of
15.
knows, that there is only one es·
[he Committee on Co.operation in
3.
Name
some
ways
that
the
home
cape. We must sign on the dotted
Latin America. This committee is
may
help
in
education
in
race
rela·
line, and so this man signs."
rhe interdenominational agency
Page
14.
tions.
which aetS as a nexus between
Senator Norris' appeal is essen.
4. At which one of our institutions
boards working in those countries,
rially an appeal to this principle
was a new president inaugurated and
of the Golden Rule. If the em·
providing much necessary infora
new building dedicated at the same
mation and inspiration. Mr. In.
ployer could only look into this
time? Page 29.
laborer's home and see it as his
man is the best fitted man in this
5. What is the new foreign Mission
own, he would prepare a different
country to provide a study book
Study book for use this' fall? Page
contract for him to sign. The most
on any of the American countries
35.
insistent need in contemporary life
CO the Souch. He is instructor of
is that men see that principles that
Internation~l Relations in Colum6, In China's old fashioned wedding
ceremony when the bride arrives
are valid for individual relationbia University.
why are the gates not opened at
ships are valid and binding for
The first chapters of T railillg
once
to
receive
her?
.
Page
32,
every form of social and economic
the Conquistadores tell of the
early conquerors who followed in
association.
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Personals
T

HE REV. G. E. E. LINDQUIST, missionary-at-Iarge of the Society for propagating the Gospel Among the Indians, oldest
incorporated missionary organization in
America, has been appointed by President
Hoover as a member of the Board of Indian
Commissioners. Mr. Lindquist is the only
member of this Board actively engaged in
missionary work.
-t:,R. GEORGE E. HAYNES, Execut'ive
Secretary of the Commission on Race
Relations of the Fecleral Council of Churches
sailed April 9 for South Africa in connectio~
with a survey being made of the Young
Men's and Young Women's Christian Associations. He will also visit missions in Portuguese Angola and the Belgian Congo.
-t:,R. DAVID YUI, General Secretary
Chinese Y. M. C. A., will be Chairman
of the next conference of the Institute of
Pacific Relations, which will be held in
China.
-t:,PON MISS EVANGELINE BOOTH,
Commander-in-Chief of the Salvation
Army in the United States, has been conferred the highest distinction a Salvation
Army worker can receive-membership in
the Order of the Founder-in connection
with the Golden Jubilee celebration of the
organization recently held in New York
City.
-t:,EV. W. B. BURKE of the Wei Lien
Bible School, Sungkiang, China, has
received first prize for raising the most
money for the Epworth League in a recent
drive for members. Five hundred members
were secured, and a little over $300, the
magistrate, chief of police and other prominent citizens joining the League. There
were four classes of members, paying respectively twenty cents, fifty cents, one dollar and five dollars, but all having the same
privileges. Of the fourteen members Brother
Burke secured, each paid $5.00. A local
preacher ran him a close second with ninety
"twenty cent" members. The money is used
to help run a charity school and an Epworth
League paper, as well as for free vaccinations and other forms of social service.
-t:,T THE LAST ANNUAL MEETING of
the Congo Mission, Kimbulu Charlie
was ordained as the first native deacon of
the Congo Mission. During the meeting the
following missionaries were ordained elders:
Rev. William Elmo Tabb, Rev. Alexander
James Reid and Rev. Henry Thomas
Wheeler.
-t:,-

D

D

U

R

A

KANZAKI, Dean of the College
M R.of K.Commerce,
Kwansei Gakuin, Kobe,
Japan, is very much gratified at the increase
of the School's own graduates among the
faculty members. Of the twenty-four regular
professors and lecturers, including missionary
teachers, twenty are Christian, while the remaining four are thoroughly in sympathy with
Christian education, and are very friendly
to Christianity.
44
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the Lindbergh heir by nine
PRECEDING
days, little Miss Luan Norris arrived on
June 13th. She is the daughter of Rev. and
Mrs. John M. Norris of Choonchun, Korea.
-t:,REV. VACLAV VANCURA, after a sojourn of several months in this country,
sailed for his home in Prague, Czechoslovakia, on June 13th. Mr. Vancura is Superintendent of the Southern District of our
Czechoslovak Mission. During his stay he
was a popular visitor in many of our
churches.
-t:,BORN to Rev. and Mrs. 1. 1. Shaver, Japan
missionaries, on May 13, 1930, a son,
David Cowan Shaver.
-t:,ISS ESTHER CASE, the Foreign Administrative Secretary in charge of Woman's Work, will be absent from her office
in Nashville for several months. She sailed
for Brazil on July 25, in company with the
commission appointed by the General Conference to set up the autonomous church in
Brazil. After she has completed the work
of the commission she will make an official
visit to the institutions of this· country carried on by the Woman's Work of the Board
of Missions.
The members of the commission who
sailed from New York City on the steamship, Southern Cross, are: Bishop E. D.
Mouzon, chairman; Rev. F. S. Love, Raleigh,
N. c., secretary; Judge W. Erskine Williams,
Fort Worth, Texas, treasurer; Miss Esther
Case, Nashville, Tenn., and Rev. J. 1. Clark,
Danville, Ky.

M

Bishop Kern's Sailing
Delayed
Bishop Kern has been detained in this country and will
not be able to sail for the
Orient according to his original
plan on September 4th. Upon
the advice of his physician and
the physician of the Board of
Missions he is remaining in this
country until Mrs. Kern's condition is such that he can safely
leave. She is making slow but
steady recovery· from a serious
operation and it is earnestly
hoped and expected that a later
date this fall will find the situation so cleared that the Bishop
can assume full responsibility on
the field for his work in the Far
East.
The Bishop's address until
further notice will be Mt. Sequoyah, Fayetteville, Arkansas.

W. G. CRAM

General Secretary
Board of Missions

I
,n
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There are two members of the commission
to whom this important mission will be of
. very personal interest. Rev. F. S. Love was
at one time a missionary under appointment
and Rev. J. 1. Clark has a daughter, Mary
Helen Clark, who is now serving as a mis·
sionary in Brazil.
-t:,-
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B. F. LIPSCOMB who has JUSt reM RS.turned
from the School of Missions
at Mount Sequoyah reports an unusually
good school, perhaps not in the number enrolled but certainly in the quality of work
done. Eighty-one students were registered in
the adult school and seventy of these were
awarded 185 credits from the Board of Missions and the Sunday School Board. A spirit
of fellowship and downright earnestness of
purpose on the part of those who attended
at Sequoyah can scarcely be duplicated anywhere. The missionary women in attendance
were bent upon a real quest. They came fot
a definite preparation which they plan to use
in their mission study projects upon returning to their work. The co-operation between
the leaders who represented the Board of
Missions and the Sunday School Board was
most enjoyable and helpful.

i,1

-t:,RS. JOHN A. BAKER of North Clinton, Tenn., who has died recently, is
worthy of a full page story in the Missionary
Voice since she was one of our pioneers for
Woman's Work. In addition to her mission·
ary zeal she was a person of unusual intellectual attainment, active in the promotion
of good literature and the fine. arcs. Mrs.
Baker was a Golden Jubilee member, having
joined the Missionary Society soon after its
original organization was authorized. She
held every office in her local auxiliary at
some time during her life and was for. a
period secretary of her district. She greatly
enjoyed the Holston Conference Jubilee celebration held at Cleveland, Tenn., and was
very proud of the Jubilee badge which she
received at that time giving her the recognition of a Jubilee member of the Woman's
Missionary Society.
-t:,-:-
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EV. 1. P. ANDERSON passed through
on July 15th en route for
San Francisco, where, on August 8, he will
embark on the good ship "President Adams"
for his work in Wonsan, Korea. With him
were Mrs. Anderson and the three children,
Jean, Mary Cordelia and Leonard Porter, Jr.
The family was traveling in a new Ford car,
which he was taking back with him to
Korea. The circuit Mi:. Anderson travels
about Wonsan is fairly open, and a good
flivver, he thinks, will about double his efficiency. They had had a good time, and showed
it. If these good missionaries, .children and
all, were as happy as they looked, they had
. had a good time at home, but were mighty
glad to be going back to their great work in
Korea. Journeying mercies for them, flivver
I
.
and all.
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(Continued from poge 9)

and their efficiency, and these qualities he
seeks to copy.
Mr. Hinohara regards the Japanese Exclu·
sian Act as a tragic blunder which must be
remedied if peace and good will are to prevail between the two peoples. "Not that we
object to the restrierion of immigration;' he
said. "\Vle do that ourselves, Our objection
lies in the method of restriction. One of its
worst provisions is that which prevents the
foreign student from engaging in any occupation while pursuing his studies. Next to
the missionaries, Japanese who have studied
in America are the largest influence toward
promoting good will toward America. There
are now five thousand persons in Japan who
have at some time studied in America. Almost without exception these persons were
poor boys who worked their way through
school, or at least earned parr of their expenses in that way.
"Now no Japanese student can earn any
of his expenses while in America. Before a
boy is allowed to enter America as a student
he must show proof that he has plenty of
money. Few Japanese parents are able to
send a boy to America from cwo to six years
and pay all his expenses. Nor is it good for
a boy to have that done for him. Only the
sons of the rich can study in America now,
and rich men's sons do not have a reputation for being the best students. By cutting
off the earnest, hard-working student you
have cut off one of the biggest bonds of
friendship and understanding, as well as one
of your biggest opportunities for influencing
Japan for good. It will be a tragedy for both
Japan and America unless this law is
changed:'
Suddenly I remembered that Mr. Hinohara
himself had been a poor boy who worked
his way thro\\gh Trinity and Union. Under
the present law he would not have been. al·
lowed to study in America. His own life and
his own contribution to the Christian cause
were better arguments for his position on the
Exclusion Aer than any words could be.
"You say that no other nation has so influenced Japan as has America, and that this
influence has been both good and bad. What
is the greatest contribution for good?" I
asked.
His answer was prompt. "The missionary!
Undoubtedly the life of the missionary is
your greatest contribution. With our students

cut off from America, were the missionaries
to leave Japan there would be no friendliness
left for America in a decade. The influence
of the average American business man or official in Japan is far from good. The missionary through the friendliness and brotherly
service has saved the situation:'
"Then the day of the missionary in Japan
is not over?"
"It will never be over. Some day we will
exchange missionaries with you! But we shall .
never cease to need you. We need missionaries now of a different rype' and for a different purpose, but we need' them as urgently
as we ever did. We need missionaries first
of all to keep US from becoming toO nationalistic as a church. Left to ourselves we would
become narrow and lack vision. We are not
yet strong enough to send missionaries and
therefore would lack contaer and fellowship
with Christians of other nations. The missionary forms the rift in the cloud through
which we glimpse a world-wide kingdom.
"Then we need the heritage of the continuing Christian church. Our own church history is too brief. Christianiry is after all a
universal religion. The missionary ties us
on to the great heritage of the early church
and of the saints in all ages.
"We need the missionary in the great task
of evangelizing the rural areas of Japan.
There are large sections virtually untouched.
The Japanese church is not yet strong enough
for this task, and the country people listen
more readily to the missionary than they do
to a Japanese.
"Japanese women need patticularly the
help of the woman missionary. Women in
Japan are more timid and 'conservative than
the men. They have not as yet developed
a leadership among themselves. If the women
of Japan are to be reached, women missionaries must remain in Japan.
"Finally, and not the least important, the
missionary is now the largest single faeror
in the maintenance of a friendly relationship
between Japan and America. It is the presence of the missionary with his brotherly
service and good will which means most. If
you would have Japan and America on friendly terms ten years from now, change your
immigration law to admit our poor students
-and continue to send the right kind of missionaries,"

by Mr. and Mrs. Bishop_ Mr. Bishop was
an American banker who married a Hawaiian
princess. The college was established for the
exclusive use of Hawaiian students, descend·
ants of native Hawaiians, It is coeducational.
In the center of the campus is the famous
Bishop Museum, which contains relics of the
race from the time of savagery to the present
civilization.
The Islands present an eXtraordinary mixture of races-a real melting pOt. The
Oriental type is in the majoriry, perhaps forty
per cent of the population being Japanese.
They are industrious, many of them possessing their own homes and considerable wealth.
Besides the various Christian churches in
Honolulu, there are also imposing Buddhist
temples.
The Japanese have their Own hospital w;th
Japanese physicians and nurses.
Mixed marriages are common, Orientals
with Occidentals, Hawaiians with Chinese.
Portuguese with Japanese. At one time statistics showed that more Chinese women
were marrying with men of other races than
with Chinese men. But with all the mixture
of races, they seem to enjoy peace in the
family.
Hawaiians are very susceptible to foreign
diseases introduced by immigration; and
perhaps the extinction of the race is only a
matter of time. Many years ago Chinese
brought leprosy to the Islands. In those days
it was a custOm of the natives to eat their
porridge from a common bowl, using their
hands instead of spoons, With hospitality
they invited the Chinese to eat with them.
and the disease was spread. Fortunately, the
Chaulmoogra plant now grows there, the oil
of which seems to be the best remedy yet
discovered. There is a leper hospital, where
as long as there is any hope of recovery the
afflicted are given treatment, and there have
been some cures. The law of isolation is well
carried out, the incurables being sent to an-
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Eight or ten of the islands are inhabited.
All of them are of volcanic origin, so the
scientists say. At any rate, God made them.
And we may suppose that the Garden of
Eden was not there, since no reptiles are to
be found among the flowers, unless we give
that ignoble name to a certain kind of lizard.
One of the most popular men on the Island
is Mr. Manuel Pacecho, an American citizen,
born in Portugal some forty-five years ago,
but who has never returned to his native
land. He still speaks Portuguese i1uently, his
language being a treat to the Brazilian stuSEPTEMBER.
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dents, since Portuguese is also their mothertongue, a faer which it seems only a surgical
operation can get into the cranium of the
average American.
The administrators of the Islahds do much
to promote education, having built many
spacious and modern buildings for the
schools. There is also a university, which
has a department of agriculture, efficiently
developed, agriculture being probably the
greatest source of wealth in the archipelago,
One of the best schools is "Kamehaucha,"
or words to that effect, founded and endowed
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other hospital on Molokai Island, there to
wait for deliverance from the body of death.
There the rich and poor meet together. Physicians and nurses are provided, and opportunity is given for the stronger lepers to do
a little agricultural work.
Among the "unclean" is a horrible superstition (found also among the lepers of Brazil) that if one of the victims can transmit
the disease to seven other people, he will be
healed! Therefore they often use violence,
even seeking to bite women and children.
Among the lepers there are about twice as
many men as women.
The climate of the Islands is never too
hot or too cold, though some of the peaks,
such as Mauna Kea (13,000 feet above sea
level) remain snow-capped all the year.
Hurricanes are unknown, but at Pali, a hilltop near Honolulu, there is generally a wind
current strong enough to topple over any
tourist who does not hold on to the ropes.
Cook, who was killed on the Island in a
conflict with the natives (1788?) called the
island group "Sandwich," in honor of an

English earl, whose name came to be so well
known for another obvious reason. In 1843
a British naval officer forced the Hawaiian
government to declare allegiance to Gteat
Britain, but a few months later the independence of' the Islands was recognized by England and other countries. The monarchy existed until 1893, a republic was declared in
1894, and the Islands became the property
of the United States in 1898, a great naval
station being built at Pearl Harbor, near
Honolulu.
The old religious system was taboo, but
early in the nineteenth century there was an
uprising of reformers. The conservatives
were defeated in a bloody battle, and the
iconoclasts went through the Island, smashing and burning the idols and throwing them
into the sea.
In 1820 the American Board sent missionaries, who soon established schools. Universal education is' now free and compulsory.
There are about twice as many Protestants
on the Island as Roman Catholics; also a considerable number of Mormons.

The Autonomous Japan Methodist Church
(Continued from page B)

Supper, etc. Moreover, in accordance with
this basis of union, we were enrolled as members of the District Conference to which we
made our reports, and likewise, at the Annual Conference, our names were enrolled as
associate members, and accordingly we were
granted the same privileges of the floor and
appointment on committees. There was one
exception, i. e., we did not vote upon questions of Conference relations because we had
transferred our membership to the home
Conferences and were not bona fide members of the Japan Conference.
Again, for the purpose of closer and more
intelligent co-operation, Bishop Wilson, before bidding us farewell, gave this wise advice, namely, "When your American bishop
comes over to hold your annual Mission
meeting, see to it that the Japanese bishop
be invited to be present, at least at one meeting of the bishop's cabinet, in order that in
making the appointments you may have the
benefit of his judgment."
In the Methodist Episcopal Church, the
bishop in charge of the Mission in Japan
usually resides there permanently, and is able
to be present at the Annual Conferences of
the Japan church, and he is cordially recognized as an ex officio colleague of the Japanese bishop, sitting by his side on the platform and sometimes presiding in his stead.
Again, the Methodist Episcopal bishop is
able to attend the sessions of the General
Conference of the Japanese church, delivering an address upon occasion, and in quiet
ways lenping his judgment in the decision
of important practical matters.
Speaking in general terms, I am glad to
bear witness to the fact that the setting up
of the Autonomous Methodist Episcopal
Church in Japan in 1907 was eminently wise,
and has been so demonstrated by the actual
success achieved by the hearty co-operation
of the Japanese ministry together with the
assistance of the three Methodist Missions.
Indeed, it is not too much to say that since
46
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the unification of the three Methodisms, the
work of the Japan Methodist Church has
been a great success. To begin with, our
Japanese preachers, after the autonomous
church was established, responded with enthusiasm, faith and hope to the new responsibilities and opportunities which had come
to them.
I! is not surprising that the churches generally had year by year a healthy growth,
both in increased membership and also in
financial self-support. A few years ago, at
the session of the West Japan Conference,
fifteen chapels which had been receiving
financial aid from the Board of Missions, requested to be placed in the list of independThe
ent, self-supporting congregations.
writer is happy to bear witness to this fact
of growing self-support from his own experience. Under God, he had something to
do with the founding of three mission
chapels in different places in or near the city
of Kobe, each of which is now entirely selfsupporting.
In a word, it is not surprising, and yet
it is a matter of deep thanksgiving, that the
United Japan Methodist Church is making
headway and bearing a great part in the
glorious work of preaching salvation to the
Japanese nation.
As one reviews the splendid work done
by the mother Methodisms in setting up the
united Methodist body in 1907, there is one
criticism which the writer would venture to
make in this connection. In doing so, however, he is not so sure of his position as to
warrant a dogmatic assertion. But he would
venture the opinion that probably it might
have been better not to sever all the organic
connections between the older Methodist
churches in the United States and Canada
and the younger Methodism in Japan, but on
the contrary, to preserve some living nexus
that might have been devised to promote
closer counsels among the leaders, the Mission Boards, or the General Conferences.

The Wodd in a Word

A SShakespeare's
an indication of the universality of
appeal, a Shakespeare Society has been formed in Japan, with many
of Nippon's greatest scholars as membets.
Dr. Tsubouchi of Waseda University has
translated into the language of Japan every
word Shakespeare wrote.' ([ A colored boy
who had served in the World War, left penniless and becoming seriously ill, was taken
care of by the Red Cross Society of Obion'
County, Tenn. He died after a short time.
A touching mark of appreciation was shown
by him in bequeathing to the society the
$336.50 due him from the Government.
([ The International Council of Religious
Education has purchased from Thomas Nelson and Sons all rights of the American
Standard Version of the revised Bible. The
Council will bring out a new revision of the
American version, and has chosen the American Standard Bible Committee to do the work.
([ The Working Mothers' Association of
New. York City will erect a $2,500,000 home
for working mothers. There will be a playground where children may be left while
the mothers are at work, parlors for ailing
children, swimming pool, library and rest
room-all at a price within the reach of
wage-earning mothers. ([ Half the membership of the Stanford University Chapter,
Daughters of the American Revolution, have
resigned from the chapter and national organization in protest against what is termed
"the political activities and reactionary polio
cies of the National Board in regard to peace,
disarmament and the World Court." (J: The
Society of Friends has voted disapproval of a
proposal that a room be set aside at Swarthmore College (supported by Quakers) for
girls to smoke. (J: The Salvation Army is
celebrating its Golden Jubilee by dedicating
a new $2,500,000 headquarters in New York
City. The Army's report for' 1929 showed
1,735 corps and outposts in America, with
4,814 officers wholly employed in the service. (J: The Lutheran Church in America continues to share activity in the modern missionary movement. In more than 20 foreign
fields it has 670 missionaries and 6,000 national Christian workers. The total number
of baptized Christians in these fields is 226,940. (J: The Federal Council's Commission
on Race Relations records that 43 states were
free from lynching in 1929. In 1921, the
Commission began an annual "Honor Roll"
for states with a clean record in this respect.
According to the 1929 records of Dr. Monroe
N. Work of Tuskegee Institute, there were
ten I ynchings during that year; and twentyseven instances in which officers of the law
prevented lynchings. ([ In Poland's population of 30,000,000, there are about a million
Protestants; and in the Polish army of 250,000 men, are 7,000 .Protestants, mostly Lutherans. The Polish Government has printed
20,000 copies of a devotional book comprising hymns, prayers and Scripture passages
for the Protestant soldiers. ([ The largest
and most influential organizlltion among the
70,000 Americans of Japanese parentage !n
the United States is the Young People's ChrIStian Conference, which holds a convocation in
Berkeley, California. At the last session 456
were present, one-fourth of high school age;
the others were students and graduates of
the various 'colleges of northern California.
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Among the New Books
"

I

WORSHIP IN THE SUNDAY SCHOOL.
By A. W: Miutin. Cokesbury Press. Price
75c.

The purpose of this book, according to
the author, is to help workers in small Sunday Schools to share more effectively in
Christian worship. To this end Mr. Martin
seeks first to help these workers to enter
into the experience of Christian worship and
understand what really happens there; second,
to offer workable suggestions for making
worship a vital part of the work of the
Sunday School, and third, to direct the school
in finding suitable material· for use in its
worship service. The appendix gives a few
materials for worship as a start toward helping the worker to make his own collection,
and also a bibliography on worship materials.
This is an excellent hand-book for all those
who have to do with the worship service of
~ Sunday Schoo!.
THE PASSION WEEK. By Walter E.
Bundy. WiIlett, Clark & Colby. Price $2.00.
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Taking the four Gospels, Professor Bundy
weaves the story of the passion week, writing a chapter on each day's events, and devoting five chapters to Good Friday, which
he divides into scenes, as follows: At the
Table, Gethsemane, the Jewish Trial, the
Roman Trial, the Crucifixion; and follows
these chapters with an epilogue on the Easrer
Adversative. The book is not intended as a
substitute for the New Testament story, bue
aims to promote an actual study of the
Gospel passages concerned, offering itself
as a first hand-book to guide the general
reader in such study. The value to be gained
from a study of this kind is self-evident.
THE MASTER'S MEMORIAL. Edited by
Samuel Blair. Cokesbury Press. Price $2.00.
A book for the pastor, to aid him in his
endeavor to make the communion service
reverent, real, and vital to all who participate
in it. There are twelve specially prepared
meditations by as many eminent American
clergymen, besides prayers, ideas, and suggestions contributed by distinguished ministers
and laymen of various denominations. The
pastor who uses this book will find it, as the
editor intends it; "a manual for the enrichment of the communion service."
PETER MENIKOFF. By Peter D. Yankoff. Cokesbury Press. Price $2.00.
Dr. Yankoff, a practicing physician in one
of the cities of the Southwest, gives in this
book the story of his own life, from his
boyhood in Bulgaria up to the time of his
marriage. The Struggle of this boy to make
his way in the world, both in his own land
and in this country, where he comes after
deciding to be a doctor, makes a Story that
is a fine tonic for the cynicism of presentday youth.
"We would challenge any red-blooded
American youeh," say the publishers, "to
read this book and still retain that self-pity
complex which keeps him from altempting
to do things worth while."
SCARLET SISTER MARY. By Julia Peterkin. Babbs Merill. Price $2.50.
I have read many stories of primitive
SEPTEMBER,
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peoples and enjoyed them, and so I think my
objection tp "Scarlet Sister Mary" is in the
way the tale is told. After reading a few
chapters I closed the book. The scarlet woman of color is all around us, but do we
care to hear one tell the story of her life?
Yet this book won the Pulitzer Prize. I do
not like to confess myself lacking in appreciation of the worthwhile in literature, so
late in the afternoon I tried again, only to
find myself agreeing with that librarian in
South Carolina who refused h room on her
shelves. Of course she is among the minority
about whom many uncomplimentary things
are said. I cannot tell you JUSt what led to
her decision, but I have tried to understand
why this book is so repellant to me.
One of the most important things in life
.is the function we all enjoy, that of choosing. David knew this when he sang so many
centuries ago, "I will lift up mine eyes unto
the hills from whence cometh my help." We
spring from the ground, to be .sure, but are
not our aspirations sk-yward? Ours is a "sunward climb," and someone has said that "the
upward pulling power of beauty is tremendous." I hold the reverse is true, also. It
is a sad reflection that the age in which we
live needs so badly St. Paul's advice, "Whatsoever things are pure.. :'
It is a sad reflection also, that the Advisory Board of the Columbian School of
Journalism should prefer "Scarlet Sister
Mary" to the book selected by the Committee on Awards, Dr. John Oliver's "Victim
and Victor:' One of the most cultured women in America writes of these twO books.
She calls "Scarlet Sister Mary" "a sympathetic character study of a Negro woman"
and says that Mrs. Peterkin "has an uncanny
gift of insight, of understanding of the fundamental humanity of the Gullah Negroes of
the South Carolina swamps:' "Victim and
Victor," she writes, "is a novel of character,
of beauty, of rare literary merit:' Dr. Oliver's deep sympathy with emotions she can
hardly share, his compassion for human
weakness, his imaginative concept of human
possibility made Dr. Burton pronounce this
the best book of the year. Take your choice!
MRS. E. N. HARRISON.

75 Years of Progress
(Continued from page 5)

It should be a real celebration, this Diamond year of the "House." The Board of
Missions has had its Centenary, followed the
Christian Education Movement, the Superannuate Endowment, and now the Publishing
House comes with its claim, not as a commercial enterprise, though it is that, but as
just another arm of the Church's helpful
ministry.
The Voice offers its sincerest congratulations to our neighbors and friends of the
"House," and wishes, as it believes, that the
next seventy-five years of its history will be
the rich fulfillment of the seventy-five past
that with all its fine achievement is the more
significant as it opens the way for yet larger
things in the future.
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Bishop Kern's New Book
Clovis Chappell's New Book

THE MIRACLE OF lHE GALILEAN
By Bishop Paul B. Kem

$2.00

I

THE SERMON ON lHE MOUNT

Th, 1930 Fondrm La/urn
Bishop Paul K<rn brings to tho searchio!; Chrisuan mind and
h..rt a pen<rraung srudy of tho r<Volullonary uansformalion
"'rought in human lift by Jesus Christ. H< d..ts with the
miraculous impaCt of Jesus' t~aching upon personalities. not
only at the dawn of tho €hrisuan <ra, but io tho ""orld to'
day-his conqu«iog pow<r of lov<. his rurning of f<ar to
joy, his esrablishm<Dt of the new morality, and the power
of an endless life.
Says Bishop 10hn M. Moor<: .. 'The Mirade of tho Gali·
Jean' has a distinCt, valuable, and viral message to the pea·
pl< of this day. /\ lin« analysis of the charact«, method.
and purpose of Jesus Christ. 10 diclion so simple. so rich,
and so forceful, on< "'i11 scarcely lind anywh«e. Here
lesus ChriS! has b«n put at the h ..rt of life and thought,"

By Clovis G. Chapell

!

$1.75

I

"This is Dr. Chappell's r<nth volume, and it fairly typifies.
in its sympathies, "igorous, prarocal appeal, the S<CIet of
efftetiv< preaching • • • Chrisuan people generally will
have a.Q mu~re$t in this attracti\'e series of ~rmons. prea.chers
"'i11 lind aD abundance of suggesuve sennon mat<rial, tho
everyday disci"le "'i11 lind id..ls, and stmlgth, and com·
fort in the mldS! of life's burd<ns and struggles."-B.plist
Book Bulletin.

Dr. Ohappell

Splendid New Devotional Books
lHE RIVER OF GOD

THE GOLD UNDER THE GRASS
By Basil If/. MiJ/er

By Arthllr M. Baker

$1.00

$1.25

Dt. Bak«'s srudy gets al the spirirual force bad, of religious
systems and ethical codes, and charts th< results thar follow
when established standards in morals and religion at<
adh<red to.

H«e is a book that calls upon us to mak< the moS! of
our opportunities-both spiritual and material, and to ov«·
come manfully the ttiats and difficulties thar one m«ts on
the "royal road" to true SUCetss. Th<re are thirty·on<
<ssays in all, ..ch a g<m of inspiralion.

MODERN APOSTLES OF FAITH
WHY I BELIEVE
By T e1l11is E. Golltllens

By C. F. Jl7imberly
$1.00
".ASIL III !'1ILLEA

Six gold<n chapt<rs on belief in God, Jesus Christ, the Bible,
lh< Church, Prayer, Immortality-lhe truly fundamenl.1 be·
liefs of tho Christian religion. These brief, sparkling de.
votional srudies light the way to a strong faith.

THE SPIRIT OF
PROTESTANTISM
By Harris E. Kirk

I

00
,.;.~

..

This book contains brief biographical sk<rch<s of som< thirrr·
live m<n and wom<n who today are making a ddinite im·
press for good. He srartS with the time of Peter Carrv.·rigbl
and Matthew Simpson and concludes ",'ith the period r<pre·
sented by Warren /\. Candler. John R. MOll, H. C. Mor·
rison. and their contemporaries.

~ __.J
,

'.

Other New' Books
$2.00

T hi 1930 Colt La/urn
Says Dean O. E. Bro"'n, of Vanderbilt University
School of Religion: Dr. Kirk has sho"'n ""ith a
gralifying clearn<ss how the redemptive Spirit of
Protestanlism furnishes a corrtetive for the blighl
of S<cularism, the short.si,:hl<dness of Humanism.
and the fUliliry of a SOCIa. Gospel thaI discards
religion. With equal clearness he has shown lhat
a 'pure, undiluted PrOleslanusm' liberales lhe
soul from fanatical bibliolalry. m<chanical eccles·
iasticism • • • He giv<s a vote of confidence to
lhose young« prophets of righleousness in the
Church loday "'hose Spiril he describes as 'reo
lendessly critical, daringly advenrurous, .nd
gloriously hopeful." In the midst of the chaOlic
confusion of our many would.be oracles. he boars
the voice of one who nOl only says. 'Let lh«e
be light,' bUl without h<sitation adds, '1 am lhe
Light of the World: ..

lHE NEW PREACHING
By Joseph Fort Nellltoll

""

$2.00

../\ beautiful comribution 10 lhe homiletic liter••
ture of lhe counlry and lh< world. 1 regard It
as one of the best It<atrnenlS of the subjtel thaI
I ha"e read, sane, forward looking, insRltational,
.nd prophetic in • very high d<gree.·-Bishop
William F, And<rson.

MEN WHO MADE THE
CHURCHES
By Paul Hutchinson

$1.50

"We have had many biographies of greal reli·
gious leaders, bUl nOl many books like 'Men Who
Made the Churches: The list includes Luth<t,
Cromwell, Knox, Bunyan, Fox, Wycliffe, Wesl<y.
and Campb<ll:'-Nonh"'estern Christian Advo-

THE PEW PREACHES
By Y01J11g, Ford, Babso11,
and Others
$2.50
"This is • remarkable book • • • Maslerpieces
by the line, loyal laymen of the Churches. These
classics arc "'cinen by men who pUt Chrisua.n
principl<s i~IO .c.blnel .",·ork io .lhe go,:e!nmenl,
IOta rcparau0f'!s glganuc tas1? IOta ,,·tt.un,; un·
dying poetry,.lOto manu.faCtutlng ",·orld.""t~e prl!d.'
UClS and .sel Ing them, 1010 newspaper e~'!OrS~,lp,
inlO ro.k,n,: aUlomoblles and public oplntOO, Pacilic ChllStian Advocate.

CHRISTIAN VOCAnON

C3CC.

By Frank S. Hickman

BEHAVIORISM:
A BATILE LINE
By Eighteen Noted Psychologists, Philosophers,
and Religiolls Scholars
$2.25
"This is the kind of book I have often dream<d
about but have rarely seen, mar is :a. competent
and penetrating volume on one of lhe big qu<s·
lions of the presem.day time and scent. Yel one
"'hich can b< read without a Struggle by the ordi.
nary m:a.n. • • • Here is critical appr31s:l1, sure
insight, .nd stirring .nd persuasive affirmation of
human and spiritual values," says H.lford E.
Luccock, D<an of Yale Divinity School.

(COP<.£,SDVl'\.Y

NASHVILLE. Tf:NN.
DALLAS. T~X_
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& WH ITMORE. AGENTS

.sAN FRANCISCO. CALIf:
.. RICH ... OND. VA.

The So"th', Lc"'(e.t Boobto"'c

$2.00

\Vhal paSlor and leader has nOl been asked lime
and time again, "What shall I do "'ith my
life?" or "I feel thaI 1 have a call 10 enter full·
time service. Whal am 1 besl equipped 10 do?"
Dr. Hickman delivered dIe COntents of this mOSl
helpful book before the srudenr body and fac·
ulty of Wesleyan College, at Macon, Ga., under
lhe auspices of the Belk l.ecrureshil' Found31ion.
He had in mind the ministry, firsl. to help
preachers .nd leaders when young people come
",·jth questions about ChriS[ian Yoc.:ations: Se'C
ond, for lheir O"'n sake "when they felt them·
selves gro"'ing cold on the inner ""ltDess of the
Spirit in this age of burly natur31ism." Dr. Hick·
man had also in mind young people able 10 think
for themselves bUl who seek a book by one ...·ho
undemands the suivings within thoir mind and
spirit 3.5 they seek °a Christian \'ocarion in ketping
,,·jth thoir ability and aspirations.
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$1.25
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